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Abstract
Now more than ever, in education, we are paying attention to the importance of educating
the whole child. We know that our job is not only to support students academically, but also to
support their social and emotional development as well. Months in isolation during the Covid-19
pandemic has also shown us the importance of community and the value in shared experiences.
This narrative inquiry explores the connection between sharing personal stories within a
classroom community and the relationships within that community by seeking to understand how
students perceive the impact of the process of writing and sharing on themselves, on their
classroom relationships, and on the classroom culture as a whole. The teacher-researcher and
student-participants kept research journals during the six-week period, and all data was
transcribed, coded and analyzed. This practice of writing and sharing has profoundly impacted us
individually and collectively by creating the space to share our stories and to connect to each
other regardless of differences.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
“Okay, everyone, we’re getting ready to try something new that we’re going to do a few
more times this semester.”
They all stare and wait for me to keep going. By this point in the year, they trust that I
won’t give them busywork or ask them to do something that isn’t valuable in some way. Still they
aren’t quite ready for this.
“If you remember the logo assignment from the beginning of the year, then you’ll
remember that we all wrote and shared something in a circle.”
I can see them start to shift as they realize what I’m about to ask them.
“Well, we’re going to do some more of those prompts and share them in the same way.
We’ll write—we’ll all write, me included—then we’ll share in a circle. Just the same way.
Probably nine or ten more times leading up to our memoir unit, which is our last unit. And yes,
they’re all kind of personal like that, but you know you never have to write or share anything you
don’t want to. Write with that in mind—that we’re going to share. Think about what that means
for you and your comfortability, and tell your story.”
--I’ve been in their shoes. I remember the hesitation, the anxiety, the fear about exposing
myself to a group of basically strangers. What did I owe them? And what did I owe this guy in
the front of the room asking me to write about my past?
“We’ll share the logo next Friday.”
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I guess I can say I finally understood writer’s block for the first time. A logo? Design a
logo? Do I even know what a logo is? Man, the word logo looks weird when you write it so many
times in a row. But I sat there. I designed it. I tried to write small. To write from the heart. And I
read it out when it was my turn. And I realized then that wading into the waters of this practice
really meant stepping into my writer self and seeing a new side of me I didn’t know I had. I had
never experienced the instant feedback on a piece of writing, and although I also cared about
how my instructor viewed what I wrote, I began to care more about the authentic responses
through “Thank You” notes from my classmates.
It was during that summer course in that small room with the tables we had to move out
of the way every week that I was first introduced to the feather circle concept and that I first
began to recognize its power. It was powerful because of its overall impact on the people within
the room, but it was also powerful because it provided a frame that encouraged us to view
ourselves as writers beyond the feather circle. I knew that when I stepped into my own
classroom, I would want to take this practice with me. I knew it might not look the exact same
because I knew my classroom wouldn’t necessarily be full of people like me and my classmates,
who were all pursuing advanced degrees in teaching English. But I also knew that the parts of
this practice were so valuable that integrating it on any level within the curriculum would only
add to what was happening in the classroom. When we first added Advanced Composition to our
school’s course options, I knew again that this was the place where the feather circle would
shine.
Statement of Problem
Often in English education, traditional academic writing is valued over personal
narratives. Although the Georgia Standards of Excellence for Language Arts include narrative
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writing as a thread along with argumentative and informative writing, more attention is often
paid to these other threads. A number of authors (Au, 2007; Fox, 2018; McCarthey & Woodard,
2018; McCarthey et al., 2012) cite standardized testing’s impact on writing instruction as a
potential reason why the narrative mode has been deemphasized. In addition to assessments,
legislation such as No Child Left Behind has emphasized reading and math over writing, often
leaving writing neglected (McCarthey & Woodard, 2018; Pardo, 2006).
Academic writing can be broadly defined as “the types of writing used in college-level
writing courses,” but expanded to also be understood “in a larger sense as academic and
professional writing and thinking” (Johnson, 2016, p. xi). As such, academic writing is important
since academic and post-secondary success is a goal of education. Although narrative writing is
included within standards, Johnson makes a clear distinction between what he labels as “creative
writing” and “academic writing,” asserting that these two modes are different in both form and
function (p. 3). In doing so, Johnson ties the narrative to his creative writing function, writing
that “creative writing is used to tell a story” and further argues that “good academic writers take
themselves out of the paper to the greatest extent possible” (p. 3). The focus of academic writing
in this definition is purely the transmission of ideas and presentation of information, further
shifting the focus on argument and exposition and deemphasizing narrative.
Although post-secondary and career success is a goal of education, narrowing the
definition of academic writing to exclude the writer, not only deemphasizes narratives, but also
deemphasizes the writers themselves, therefore deemphasizing students. In contrast, in recent
years, the Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) movement has begun to shift some focus to the
importance of nurturing the whole student, including his or her social and emotional growth,
supporting Yu et al.’s (2022) assertion that schools provide a resource for mental health support
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and improvement and that modern schools are reaching beyond teaching basic skills. According
to Zins et al. (2007), SEL impacts nonacademic and academic outcomes, making it a bridge
between academic and perhaps longer-lasting nonacademic developments. Zins et al. (2007)
explain “SEL is the process through which we learn to recognize and manage emotions, care
about others, make good decisions, behave ethically and responsibly, develop positive
relationships, and avoid long-term behaviors” (p. 192). This process has lasting implications for
skills that impact future success, and a focus on social, emotional, and behavioral programs
extends the role of schools beyond cognitive development (Sklad et al., 2012). Pedagogical
methods that include SEL dimensions may provide an organic opportunity for this positive
impact on students while working within the existing structures.
Katz et al. (2020) describe SEL as “the ‘missing piece’ in education” because of its lack
of attention in conventional curricula (p. 5), though it has been receiving negative attention
recently as some claim SEL is a way to surreptitiously teach Critical Race Theory (CRT)
(Meckler, 2022). In my current district, we have tried to implement isolated SEL lessons through
advisement, but at Ace High School, we only see our advisement students a few times per
month, which hinders the ability to develop meaningful relationships that might support the
discussion of SEL concepts. Yu et al. (2022) note that existing educational components “can be
leveraged and integrated to form a holistic model of school education, and therefore to promote
student mental health” (p. 10). Through incorporating the opportunity for social and emotional
expression and growth within the preexisting context of the classroom and curriculum, writing
and publishing personal narratives in the classroom may allow for a shift to include many of the
ideas, behaviors, and benefits of SEL in the academic classroom, thus leveraging these
preexisting structures.
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Research Questions
1. How do students perceive that publishing small, personal writing in the ELA classroom
impacts a) students’ view of themselves, b) their relationships with their peers, and c)
their relationship with their teacher?
2. How do students perceive that publishing small, personal writing in the ELA classroom
impacts overall classroom culture?
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this narrative inquiry is to explore the personal and social impact of the
process of writing and publishing small, personal writing within a secondary English classroom
at Ace High School (a pseudonym). The importance of this study is rooted in the importance of
students’ social and emotional health. My overall motivation is to understand the personal and
social impact of writing on the individual and on the classroom culture as a whole, focusing on
how participants grow, change, and understand the world around them as a result of participating
in the practice of publishing personal writing during the course of an academic year.
Significance of Study
This research might help bridge an important gap between SEL and the practice of
publishing small, personal writing in the classroom, providing English teachers with a potential
opportunity to impact the education of the whole student through leveraging preexisting
components (Yu et al., 2022). There is a growing concern with the social and emotional health of
students (Katz et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2022), and this research could continue to impact policy
regarding the development of SEL resources. The recent politicization of SEL as a curriculum
also emphasizes the importance of grounding SEL practices in accepted ELA best practices as a
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way to recover the concept from political misconceptions. In addition, this research stands to
inform the practice of English teachers and perhaps teachers of other subjects as well, most likely
teachers in the humanities subjects who may want to include opportunities for students to share
personal stories. Social studies and courses with storied histories seem like natural existing
contexts for encouraging narrative writing. Additionally, because narrative is “among the most
widely used forms of organizing human experience” and able to be comprehended at a young
age, narrative writing could be incorporated throughout multiple disciplines to aid in content
comprehension (Bruner, 1991).
Although the participants of this study may not reap further direct benefits of this
process, SEL shows residual effects on students’ futures beyond high school, so the personal and
social impact may continue to positively influence students’ adult lives (Jones et al., 2017; Zins
et al. 2007). In addition, the implications of this process may contribute to developing a more
impactful curriculum for all students.
Local Context
The research site for this study will be a public high school in northwest Georgia;
participants will be students enrolled in my honors 12th grade English course in which we will be
participating in a process of journaling, workshopping/revising, and “publishing” small, personal
writing pieces within the classroom. For the purposes of this study, “publishing” means reading
aloud or sharing with the entire class. Although it may be atypical for the teacher to position
himself or herself alongside students, this practice is modeled after the National Writing
Project’s encouragement for teachers to model the process and product of writing (Whitney &
Friedrich, 2013). According to Whitney & Friedrich (2013), this act of writing with students may
impact a teacher’s empathy for students and felt understanding of the writing process and
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redefine his or her role as “writer among writers” (p. 24). They also assert that “writing with
one’s students is tied both to a sense of community in the classroom and to the content of
instruction” (p. 25). In addition to publishing in the classroom, students can also publish their
writings in other ways such as through school publications, writing competitions, social media,
or other online platforms. Publishing to the class is the important part of this process.
As of 2021-22 Ace High School had an enrollment of close to 1850 students, of whom
21% were economically disadvantaged. The demographic make-up of Ace High School consists
of 62% Caucasian, 21% Hispanic/Latino, 10% Black, 6% Asian, and 1% Native American.
Although the majority of the population is Caucasian, the Hispanic/Latino, Black, and Asian
populations continue to grow each year, mirroring overall district changes as well. In 2019-20,
Ace High School’s demographics consisted of 63.4% Caucasian, 20% Hispanic/Latino, 9.2%
Black, 3.3% Asian, and 0.1% Native American. Ace High School’s population is similar to the
overall demographics of the district based on 2021-22 data, with the biggest difference being
29% were economically disadvantaged across the district. In addition, there are subtle
differences in the racial makeup of the district, with 62% Caucasian, 21% Hispanic/Latino, 8%
Black, 2% Asian, 0% Native American, and 5% Multi-cultural. All data is represented in Table
1.1.
Table 1.1
School and District Demographics

Caucasian
Hispanic/Latino
Black
Asian
Native American

Ace High School
2019-20
63.4%
20%
9.2%
3.3%
0.1%

Ace High School
2020-21
62%
21%
10%
6%
1%

District
2020-21
62%
21%
8%
2%
0%
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Multicultural
--5%
Economically Disadvantaged
21%
21%
29%
Note. The biggest differences between Ace High School and the district can be seen in the
percentage of economically disadvantaged students and Asian students. Additionally, the school
data does not include Multicultural as a demographic. The data also shows an increase in diverse
populations.
I look around as we sit down for the first time. I see our differences and wonder if that’s
all everyone sees when they look around too. I see tennis shoes, sandals, the ever-present Crocs.
I see sweatpants, jeans, joggers, dresses, leggings. I see their different nervous tells. They spin
their phones, they shake their legs, they rearrange the way they sit, they can’t decide where to
look. I see our different features, eye color, skin tone, hair type and style. I wonder how we all
feel in our skin as we sit here. Do we feel like the ones who are different? Are we looking for
similarities as we look at each other?
Once we start, the nervousness stays, almost another character in the room. But what
happens next shifts those seen differences. We hear experiences that sound like our own from
people who look different and hear experiences that sound foreign from people who look the
same. We see pieces of ourselves or of our loved ones in each other’s stories. We may have lived
different and separate lives, but in here we find a commonality that grounds us. Whether through
similar stories or an appreciation of our classmates’ different stories. Our common ground is
bound in those similarities and differences.
Conceptual Framework
As a social-constructivist researcher, I seek to elevate the stories of my participants and
the story of our experience, recognizing the interaction between individual experiences and
interpretations and our constructed reality (Cresswell & Poth, 2018). I believe that our stories are
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constructed and reconstructed as we continue to build our community, and that is the story I want
to tell.
Bruner (1986) introduces two modes of meaning making available to humans: narrative
and paradigmatic. He describes the paradigmatic mode as the “logico-scientific one” that
“attempts to fulfill the ideal of a formal, mathematical system of description and explanation” (p.
12). The narrative mode, on the other hand, “deals in human or human-like intention and action
and the vicissitudes and consequences that mark their course” (p. 13) It is storied. It contains
what Bruner names presupposition, or implicit meanings, subjectification, or a portrayal of
reality through a character, and multiple perspective, or understanding the world through a range
of lenses. Although it may seem that these two modes are in opposition to one another,
ultimately, Bruner writes that they “live side by side” arguing that this is “all the more reason for
us to move toward an understanding of what is involved in telling and understanding great
stories, and how it is that stories create a reality of their own—in life as in art” (p. 43).
Polkinghorne (1995) expands:
Paradigmatic-type narrative inquiry gathers stories for its data and uses paradigmatic
analytic procedures to produce taxonomies and categories out of the common elements
across the database. Narrative-type narrative inquiry gathers events and happenings as its
data and uses analytic procedures to produce explanatory stories. (p. 5)
Polkinghorne (1995) describes narrative data as natural. It relies on plot as a scheme to
provide setting, events, sequence, and meaning. According to Polkinghorne (1995), “Narrative
analysis relates events and actions to one another by configuring them as contributors to the
advancement of a plot” (p. 16). Moving through narrative in search of meaning requires an
ability to navigate between the parts and the whole, which relates to Bruner’s (1998) description
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of Propp’s argument that the parts must function together within the whole and do not exist
independently. Polkinghorne (1995) adds that ultimately, “the final story must fit the data while
at the same time bringing an order and meaningfulness that is not apparent in the data
themselves” (p. 16).
Bruner (1998) writes that narrative modes of expression are able to explore human
dimensions in ways other modes cannot because “narrative is built upon concern for the human
condition” (p. 14). In research dealing with human actions and consciousness, then, narrative
inquiry provides a framework for exploring these human conditions. Bruner argues that our
worlds are all storied and that facts don’t become facts without the storied context. Although
conventional quantitative research often looks for proofs and facts, Bruner focuses on the
concept of verisimilitude as it relates to narrative. According to Merriam-Webster, verisimilitude
means that something has the “appearance of truth” and “depicts realism” (Merriam-Webster).
Bruner argues that “verisimilitude does for narrative what verification and verifiability do for
science and logic” (p. 23). Finally, Bruner presents that factuality cannot be isolated from
narrative, which means that the story itself is an integral part of understanding the facts.
Lessard et al. (2018) describe narrative inquiry as “the study of experience understood
narratively” (p. 194), expanding on Connelly & Clandinin’s (1990) reflection that narrative study
is “the study of the ways humans experience the world” (p. 2). This idea of studied experience
aligns with my focus on classroom relationships, community, and a collaboratively constructed
social environment, including the intersection of individuals and community.
Summary
In an effort to recognize individual experiences and stories and provide opportunities for
all voices to be heard and valued, this study will focus on the practice of writing and publishing
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personal narratives in the classroom. Through narrative inquiry, I will be investigating the
connection between this practice and a potential impact on students, their classroom
relationships, and the environment of the class as a whole, ultimately investigating how a
practice in an academic classroom may have an impact on the participants both during their time
in the classroom and beyond.
“Thank you,” I say after each story. After each gift that each student gives to our class.
They snap and comment on something that they loved about the words that were just
shared. Sometimes we laugh, sometimes we smile through tear-filled eyes, sometimes we just let
those same tears fall. After we react, the next story starts.
“I am…” they begin to say, and we all lean in to listen to who they are. What have they
lived? What pieces of them have they lost and gained along the way? Where have we sometimes
walked a similar path and where can we learn what it has been like in a totally different world
than we know? I realize that our individual stories are weaving together into the story of our
class and our experiences together. We can tell the stories of these tears, these laughs, these
people whose stories we will carry with us as a part of our own, not because we want to claim
their experiences as ours, but because they have shared a piece of who they are through their
stories.
“Thank you,” I say. Snaps, comments, affirmations.
The next story begins.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
My study is designed to tell a storied interpretation through narrative inquiry of our
shared experience of writing, workshopping, and sharing small, personal writing pieces through
a process referred to as the feather circle. This is informed by my position as a teacher-researcher
who aligns with the social constructivist framework. The following chapter begins with my
theoretical framework and is followed by a review of relevant literature. This review of literature
includes an exploration of writing instruction in the classroom, including teacher roles; the
importance of audience, publishing, and community; a potential connection between personal
writing and SEL; self-regulated learning; and contemporary research.
Theoretical Framework
Our story starts the moment they walk into my classroom. Each anxious smile another
letter, another word in the book we’re all writing together. The introductions, the hesitation, each
form a new paragraph continuing to move us away from that first page and into the meat of our
story. As days and weeks pass, we open ourselves to one another through our own stories and coauthor chapters in the story of this year, this class, this time. We are working together to discover
who we are as individuals and who we are together. We write and share and write and share, our
individual stories becoming perfectly woven into the tapestry of our classroom culture.
As someone with a white, middle-class background, I hunger for more adventure and
deeper understandings of those from other classes, cultures, and belief systems. I crave the
stories of others for what they reveal about the storyteller even if he or she does not realize the
revelation. I believe we are all constantly constructing our identities through our experiences,
and I long to look through even the smallest of windows into the identities of others. Because of
this desire to understand, this celebration of identity, and this belief that “reality is co-constructed
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between the researcher and the researched and shaped by individual experiences” (Creswell &
Poth, 2018, p. 35), I align myself with the social constructivist framework.
My own story and my worldview intersect to inform my research which seeks to not only
listen to the individual stories of those around me, but also wonder how we allow others’ stories
to add to our own identities. My research focuses on how sharing individual stories and listening
to the stories of others impacts self as well as relationships within the classroom, both studentstudent and student-teacher. Ultimately, I also wonder how the impact of this practice affects our
overall classroom experience and culture. My desire to elevate story and my assumption that
these stories impact individuals also align with a social constructivist framework as a researcher
who seeks to “make an interpretation of what [I] find” that is “shaped by [my] own experiences
and background” (Creswell & Poth., 2018, p. 24).
We all bring our own story to the classroom. Sometimes, we get to bring the one with all
the parts that we don’t want everyone to see. The one that isn’t showing up on our perfectly
curated Instagram page or in well-rehearsed TikTok dance videos. In this room, we get to tell
another story if we want to. A story that doesn’t have to be filtered to be liked. We get to risk
showing an imperfection because this moment isn’t cached forever on the internet for anyone to
find and criticize. It only exists here and now in the safety of these walls with an audience
willing to praise the imperfect rather than look for flaws. During the year, we retell our stories to
one another, taking control over our own narratives and identities and working to write one
cohesive story, each author as important as the other, no distinction between student and teacher.
I sit back and listen and watch and observe the changes that take place sometimes slowly,
sometimes painfully. I watch as self-centered adolescents turn outward, support one another, and
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cheer for the voices and hearts in the room, and I wonder what it all means to them. That’s where
my questions start. Their answers will tell me the story.
Review of Literature
Stories are an historical form of communication and meaning making. Even though
logical exposition has long been praised over story for its scientific acceptability and education’s
tendency toward the scientific, because of the narrative form, “stories require less cognitive
effort than exposition” (Jonassen & Hernandez-Serrano, 2002, p. 66), making them an appealing
option for engaging students across multiple dynamics. Pavlenko (2008) defines personal
narratives as “stories based on speakers’ personal knowledge and experience” (p. 317) and
references their less rigid format as an asset when compared to the more rigid instruction and
criteria that can accompany other forms of academic writing. In addition, Pavlenko notes the
construction of personal narratives as a more widely accessible task, making them a better
assessment tool because there is no cultural gap in the ability to write about oneself.
Bruner (1986) describes these different meaning-making modes as paradigmatic (or
logical) and narrative, which deals with human conditions and actions. Polkinghorne (1995)
expands on the different foci of these two modes, adding that the paradigmatic focus is more
categorical, while the narrative focus is more explanatory and storied. Bruner (1991) argues that
knowledge and skills are context-dependent and that we experience the world through narratives
because we use narratives to tell of our experiences. When finding meaning in and through
narrative, Bruner notes the complexity of narratives and adds that the “innovative storyteller”
goes “beyond the conventional scripts, leading people to see human happenings in a fresh way”
(p. 12). Polkinghorne (1995) adds that “narrative analysis relates events and actions to one
another by configuring them as contributors to the advancement of a plot” (p. 16). According to
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Polkinghorne, the “storied analysis” of narrative “is an attempt to understand individual persons,
including their spontaneity and responsibility, as they have acted in the concrete social world” (p.
19).
Writing Instruction
In general, research continues to show that writing proficiency is necessary for academic
success (Applebee & Langer, 2011; Avalos et al., 2020; Kiuhara et al., 2009; Poch et al., 2020).
Much of the same research also suggests that despite the importance of equipping students with
essential writing skills, students are not writing as much across the curriculum and are not
developing the necessary skills (Applebee & Langer, 2011; Kiuhara et al., 2009). The majority of
writing that is happening in the classroom is less than a paragraph and involves some sort of
question and response, where the student is retelling information given to him or her by the
teacher (Kiuhara et al., 2009).
Behizadeh (2020) writes that teaching writing is complex because it requires a range of
instruction and a range of literacy strategies and argues that “writing is neglected” (p. 34). Pardo
(2006) attaches this idea of neglect to literacy instruction that prioritizes reading as a result of
legislation like No Child Left Behind. In addition, Pardo (2006) found that the main factors that
negatively impact the teaching of writing include a lack of confidence in teaching writing and a
lack of experience, frameworks, and pedagogical understanding. McCarthey & Woodard (2018)
also connect the lack of experience and confidence to a dependence on prescribed curriculum
and further explain that often in low-income schools, there is a focus on conventions and
structure as mandated testing “has resulted in a narrowing of the curriculum, teaching to the test,
and teacher-centered pedagogy” (p. 58).
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Kiuhara et al. (2009) found that while English teachers are more likely to include
personal stories as writing prompts than other subjects, most (58%) reported only providing this
opportunity once a quarter or semester. They argue that high school students should be writing
more frequently, but that writing should go beyond note-taking and answering questions about
content, noting that students should be participating in “more sustained writing designed to
explore and gain understanding of content material as well as writing for personal, imaginative,
and persuasive purposes” (p. 151). Gibbons (2019) also argues that formulaic writing is often
valued over free, creative response even though an emphasis on formulaic responses can lead to
limitations in writing, thinking, organization, and synthesis.
Formulaic and “Authentic” Writing
According to Au (2007), teachers adapt their approaches to writing instruction based on
the type of writing promoted by assessments and that often, as a result, writing is reduced to
formulaic and procedural. Behizadeh (2014) also notes that direct writing assessments tend to
promote formulaic responses. Formulaic responses typically focus on what is needed to achieve a
certain grade on the final product, and there are many methods and devices that are frequently
taught within schools to help students generate these types of responses (for example, the
Schaffer paragraph). Although these methods can provide helpful scaffolds for students
(Gibbons, 2019), they can also limit the authenticity of a task by confining students to one
method of expression and valuing one type of response over another. Additionally, valuing
formulaic responses may also elevate the “single story” narrative over a range of experiences
(Behizadeh, 2014).
In contrast to the formulaic, “single story” responses, Behizadeh (2019) writes that the
authenticity of a task ranges on a spectrum based on its real-world relevance and depends on the
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students’ ability to see a meaningful connection between their tasks and their lives, emphasizing
the need to acknowledge the value of different backgrounds and individual
experiences. According to Behizadeh (2014), “Writing instruction that fails to connect to
students’ funds of knowledge is not only conceptually unsound but pedagogically impotent” (p.
133). Yu et al. (2022) argue that it is a “combination of different school-related factors,”
including curriculum that creates an appropriate model of education that can benefit all students
(p. 2). A continued emphasis on assessment-based writing practices shifts this focus toward depersonalized, inauthentic tactics and away from student-centered education.
One component that is important in fostering engagement from all students is the
emphasis on fluency over accuracy (Hady et al., 2018). According to Pella (2011), “Explicit and
formulaic instructional approaches alone may disengage students, limit students’ level of
participation, reinforce teachers’ deficit views, and perpetuate a cycle of underachievement” (p.
123). Behizadeh (2019) notes that it is important to students to value expression over
conventions and to allow them to share their writing, again connecting to a real audience.
Students’ perception of tasks as authentic is what brings value to meaning making; grammar and
usage only become relevant when contextualized within that frame. Though formulaic responses
may be emphasized on assessments, they may not carry the perceived authenticity that can
positively impact student engagement with writing.
Role of Teacher as Writer
The idea that teachers of writing should be writers themselves has changed over time.
Whitney et al. (2014) establish three specific phases of the teacher as writer role: teacher as
model, teacher as researcher, and teacher as advocate and intellectual. According to Whitney et
al., the rise of the “writing workshop” model in the 1970s and 1980s promoted teachers as
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writers themselves with the idea that teachers of writing should write alongside their students,
modeling both process and product. Whitney et al. continue that following the writing workshop
model, the role of teacher as researcher was emphasized in the 1990s and 2000s, focusing the
writing on writing to further the field of knowledge and grow teacher representation in research.
Although in both roles, the teacher is a writer, the audience and context are drastically different.
Whereas the second teacher-writer role is focused on producing research literature, the initial
teacher-writer role is grounded in the classroom experience positioning the teacher as a model.
Conventional Modeling and “Authentic” Modeling. In education, conventional
modeling is focused on the modeling of a product through the provision of an exemplar, with the
teacher still positioned as the authority. The goal is for students to create a product modeled after
the one provided. Freire (1970/2000) describes the traditional “banking” approach to education,
which involves the defined roles of teacher as holder of information (“depositor”) and students as
receivers of information (“depositories”) (p. 72), which eliminates the opportunity for true
communication. In contrast, Freire presents that “authentic thinking” only takes place within
communication, further pointing to an important shift that can accompany a teacher’s shift in
role in the classroom. The idea of a teacher as an “authentic” model for students, however,
mostly refers to the process of writing and workshopping (Whitney et al., 2014). The idea is that
teachers should also be doing what they are asking their students to do, not only to model the
process of developing ideas and writing pieces but also to show students the value in writing. In
authentically modeling the writing process and writing experience, teachers are required to
“draw on their own experiences as writers and make their own experiences as writers visible to
their students” (Whitney & Friedrich, 2013).
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This “required” vulnerability and openness of the “authentic” model may discourage
teachers from positioning themselves as a writer alongside their students. Cremin and Oliver
(2017), note in “Teachers as Writers: A Systematic Review” that there can often be a conflict in
teacher attitudes about writing and desired student outcomes in that many teachers do not love
writing, but still want their students to love writing. Cremin and Oliver also found that most
English/Language Arts (ELA) teachers more often cite a love of reading rather than a love of
writing regarding the motivation to become an ELA teacher, which presents a natural conflict in
the teacher as “authentic” model role.
Through their systematic review, Cremin and Oliver (2017) found that teachers’ negative
feelings about writing were strongly tied to their own negative experiences in the classroom.
They cited fear and anxiety as reasons they do not enjoy writing and also note that all feedback
leaves a lasting impression, whether negative or positive. Although the impact of secondary
teachers was more commonly negative, Cremin and Oliver found that teacher care and creative
opportunities were cited as positive experiences for students. Whitney et al. (2014) argue that the
experience of writing is as important as the product, so this long-term potential impact of
negative childhood and school experiences reinforces the important role of a teacher as someone
who should work to create positive writing experiences. Whitney & Friedrich (2018) argue that
through redefining the teacher role as a “writer among writers” creates connections to the
classroom community and instructional content (p. 24-25).
The National Writing Project. The National Writing Project (NWP) is one of the most
well-known organizations that champions teachers as writers and teachers in community,
describing themselves as “a network of teachers, university faculty, researchers, writers, and
community educators working to advance writing and the teaching of writing” (National Writing
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Project, 2021b). Fox (2018) describes the NWP’s approach as a dynamic network approach to
professional development (PD). He also notes that the NWP is all about the practice of writing
and valuing diverse perspectives, which may occasionally oppose other mandated educational
experiences including PD, curricula, and assessments.
The NWP was created in 1974 as a “teacher-leadership program for K-16 teachers” with
a goal of making “central the knowledge, leadership, and best practices of effective teachers” and
encouraging “the sharing of knowledge with other teachers” (National Writing Project, 2021a)
This model revolutionized the culture of PD by placing teachers at the center and engaging in
practices that could have a profound impact on their classrooms and communities. According to
Whitney & Friedrich (2013), traditional forms of professional development focused on teaching
strategies to impact student achievement. They cite Smith’s (1996) assertion that the traditional
model of PD positioned the “teacher as passenger,” whereas the NWP model “demands that
teachers get behind the wheel and make informed decisions about where to go and how to get
there” (as cited in Whitney & Friedrich, 2013, p. 4).
Fox (2018) writes, “The energy that enlivens the network comes from a commitment to
education as a public good and a simultaneous understanding that schools are plagued by
structural inequalities” (p. 178). Through engaging with a community of their peers, teachers
experience the impact of community in their own learning, emphasizing the importance of
creating a community of learners in their classrooms in which students can be engaged and
empowered. The NWP Practices are “a set of orientations toward the purposes of writing,
students’ abilities and responsibilities as writers, and the relationships between ideas and form
that govern a teacher’s choices about how to best structure writing opportunities for students”
(Whitney & Friedrich, 2013, p. 3).
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According to Whitney & Friedrich (2013), the NWP has contributed to shifting teachers’
approaches to writing. They write “Rather than making assignments, collecting student writing,
and then assessing the results, teachers considered what students would need to be able to do in
order to fulfill a writing assignment successfully. Then they set about supporting students in
developing those capacities” (p. 21). This happens through the workshop or process approach,
implying an audience other than the teacher and placing the emphasis on communication, which
provides a “frame in which readers define a piece’s success by their understanding and their
response” (Whitney & Friedrich, 2013, p. 21). When products have a greater value than the
gradebook, then teachers shift their role to supporting and encouraging effective communicative
practices through “a commitment to modeling” processes, not just product (Whitney & Friedrich,
2013, p. 22).
Whitney (2008) writes that participation in the NWP results in increased confidence for
teachers “tied to a process of serious inquiry into and adjustment of ways of thinking about
teaching, learning, writing, and life,” which can directly impact student instruction (p. 178).
Teachers who have participated in the NWP have experienced writing and writing growth
through an encouraging and challenging community, so “they expect their students to try the
same” and often write alongside their students (Whitney & Friedrich, 2013, p. 24). They
approach this “authentic” modeling with an empathy for the writing experience they are asking
their students to participate in (Whitney & Friedrich, 2013).
Role of Teacher as Caring Adult
Teacher care encompasses a wide range of implications including a recognition of
cultural norms and histories, teacher self-care, teacher self-reflection, vulnerability, and empathy.
In their extensive overview of literature, Owens and Ennis (2005) write that caring takes
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precedence over everything and that teachers should look at each student individually and act
accordingly by “paying attention to the signals in order to be sensitive to their needs” (p. 401).
They reference student empowerment as an effect of profound teacher care and also note that one
necessary component is for teachers to move the idea of care from a sentiment or feeling to a
dynamic process, recognizing how Collins & Ting (2014) describe caring relationships as being
in a constant state of evolution. Rabin & Smith (2013) assert that a caring relationship is
necessary for moral education and that developing a caring relationship is dependent on knowing
students and knowing about students.
Cooper (2004) writes about the importance of emotional engagement and profound
empathy, which demands social, historical, and relational understanding, which is also supported
by Owens & Ennis’s (2005) inclusion of Beck & Newman’s (1996) emphasis on the effects
when teachers “acknowledged racial differences, confronted actual and potential tensions, and
involved students in developing solutions and strategies” (p. 405). Perez (2000) argues that the
best teachers know about students and understand their needs. In his article focusing on
culturally diverse students, he writes about the idea of a teacher as a “warm demander” and how
looping with the same students for several years can mimic the family structure and encourage
caring relationships that may foster further growth.
The caring relationship is vital to the success of both teachers and students, and it is
imperative that teachers understand themselves if they expect to help students understand self as
well (Owens & Ennis, 2005). This requires that teachers are self-reflective and critical of
inherent values that may inform biases because teachers must be aware of other cultural norms in
order to meet students’ needs in a way they can understand (Rabin & Smith, 2013).
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Seary and Willans (2020) describe this idea of making accommodations in order to meet
the needs of all students as educator pastoral care because of the idea of attending to someone
else’s needs. They also point out the importance of the direction of care by citing what Noddings
(2000) describes as a “caring-for” rather than a “caring about” relationship (as cited in Seary &
Willans, 2020, p. 14). For example, most teachers care about their students in that they want
them to be successful, but this care requires that they care for their students as well in a pastoral
way, which Seary & Willans (2020) argue develops through practice and reflection. They cite
Larsen’s (2015) characterization of a caring teacher as one who “shares information about
themselves with students; takes the time to listen carefully; and responds with kindness and
thoughtfulness” (as cited in Seary & Willans, 2020, p. 14). They also include that it is important
to consider students as more than just students or data points, but to always remember that they
are people. This connects back to the shifting role of teacher-as-writer alongside students
because of the flattening hierarchy that accompanies this shift and because of the emphasis on
mutual sharing.
Additionally, one of the larger implications for teachers is that they model caring for
students in order to encourage students to develop the empathy required for care as well by
talking about care and showing students how to care (Owens & Ennis, 2005). Owens & Ennis
(2005) also reference Borich’s (1999) assertion that teachers can encourage sympathy and
support and use their position to promote positive change. Cooper (2004) argues that students
learn empathy as teachers model it, and Seary & Willans (2020) note that students care if
teachers care. This care includes care for self, care for peers, and care for the world (Rabin &
Smith, 2013).
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In addition to modeling care for students, teachers also have the opportunity to model
vulnerability through writing alongside students. The “authentic” model involves teachers
working through their writing in a way that makes their experiences, whether positive or
negative, visible to students (Whitney & Friedrich, 2018). In addition to modeling risk-taking in
the writing process and creating a transparency around thinking about and talking about writers’
choices, teachers can also model appropriate, emotional vulnerability. Although vulnerability can
be seen as a weakness, Andrzejewski et al. (2019) argue that teachers can reframe vulnerability
as strength both for themselves as professionals and for their students in a way that can transform
practice toward social justice and culturally sustaining practices. Johnson (2014) echoes this idea
of teachers taking on a counselor role, noting that vulnerability is a move toward understanding.
Andrzejewski et al. (2019) write that viewing vulnerability as “part of our educational
relationships” (p. 335) can potentially open new spaces for students and empower them.
Although they also recognize two conflicting sides to vulnerability, they conclude by noting the
potential to show humanity to students and continue in a fight toward equity.
In addition to positioning the teacher as a model for writing, the teacher’s role in a
classroom that prioritizes personal writing may also shift to include advocate and counselor,
which points to the importance of fostering a trusting student-teacher relationship. Froiland et al.
(2019) found a positive correlation between student-teacher relationships and autonomous
motivation to learn, which also positively impacts academic engagement. They argue that
“teacher-student relationships promote student happiness by way of psychological need
satisfaction” (p. 866). Additionally, Yu et al. (2022) argue that positive student-teacher
relationships “were positively associated with self-esteem/efficacy, while negatively associated
with the risks of adolescents’ externalizing behaviors among secondary students” and “were
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correlated with reduced emotional symptoms and increased life-satisfaction among students” (p.
5).
“One-caring” Teacher. Noddings (1984) explores in depth the complexity of teacher
roles and the importance of what she calls the one-caring relationship. She names the roles in the
caring relationships as the “one-caring” (teacher) and the “cared-for” (student). Noddings
consistently describes care as a state of engrossment and argues that the engrossment is not only
necessary for care, but also must be a conscious choice. Engrossment involves seeing another’s
reality as a possibility, which prompts caring, focusing on the empathy of seeing things from
another perspective. This idea is also what moves situations from the abstract to the concrete in
that the one-caring imagines how it must feel in another’s position rather than making decisions
purely based on an objective list of rules. Caring depends on affection and regard for another
along with a desire to promote the well-being of the cared-for.
Receptivity and reciprocity are also key components in the caring relationship. When the
one-caring “establishes a climate of receptivity” (Noddings, 1984, p. 60), he or she focuses on
the student and accepts him where he or she is rather than focuses on controlling the student or
moving him or her toward one specific outcome. The one-caring’s focus and commitment is to
the cared-for, and “the cared-for responds to the presence of the one-caring” (p. 60), leading to
receptivity. Although Noddings points out that not every teacher can be “crazy about” every
student, all teachers can provide environments that promote attention and affection through onecaring relationships (p. 61). Noddings promotes caring as the foundation for learning, arguing
that teachers must see their students for who they can be at their best in order to affirm and
confirm them, also noting that the cared-for must perceive that the one-caring cares in order for
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there to be a relationship. The care has to be received for there to be a relationship and to move
toward reciprocity in which the cared-for returns the care to the one-caring.
Noddings (1984) argues that “the greatest obligation of educators, inside and outside
formal schooling, is to nurture the ethical ideals of those with whom they come in contact” (p.
49). A key point here is the focus on ethical ideas rather than moral ideals because morals
demand “sameness” where ethics demand principles that guide obligation and action universally
(p. 85). Although this may be a slight distinction, in many classrooms, “sameness” is not
guaranteed, so relying on the idea that everyone approaches the moral decision with the same
background and contexts can, in fact, negatively impact the caring relationship. In addition,
Noddings writes about an ethical response over a moral or natural response because of the
conscious choice to care for all students rather than depending on a teacher’s natural response
and reaction, which may not always incline the one-caring to act. An ethical duty to act on behalf
of the cared-for supersedes and drives the response of the one-caring because of the value placed
on the caring relationship. Positioning the teacher-as-writer alongside students deemphasizes the
traditional hierarchical role of the teacher and elevates the position of students, valuing both the
students and the caring relationship.
Audience, Publishing, and Community
In the classroom, the teacher who assigns and assesses the work is often the primary
audience for that work. Although students can write for other communities, whether through
social media, through school publications, or through writing competitions, within the classroom,
the teacher becomes the most important audience as the assessor and assigner of grades. In
contrast, the feather circle model of sharing personal writing within the classroom shifts the
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audience to a more collective audience because each of the participants is sharing, listening, and
responding.
The feather circle concept is borrowed from Native American culture, which Nelson
(1998) incorporated into his writing classroom at Arizona State University after being introduced
to the concept by his Native American students. He modeled his feather circle after those of
Native American tribes in that “When it is your turn to speak, when you hold the feather in your
hand, you are encouraged to speak from your heart. Speak from your heart. That is all” (Nelson,
1998, p. 5, emphasis in original). This is at the core of the feather circle. A group of individuals
share pieces of writing that have originated from the heart and have been worked through a
process of journaling, workshopping, and editing in order to form a public piece they are ready to
“publish” to the class. These pieces are almost always personal and provide the opportunity for
authenticity and honesty, both from the students and the teacher, as the teacher participates as a
writer as well. When it is time to share, the teacher and students form a circle and pass around an
object to signify whose turn it is to speak, taking turns sharing their heart writing and listening to
the stories of others.
Audience
Traditionally, the teacher is the sole audience for many assignments, which is contrasted
by the NWP workshop model that incorporates a wider audience (Whitney & Friedrich, 2013).
Whitney and Friedrich (2013) note that teachers, as a result of participating in the NWP,
“described a change in their orientation toward writing assignments” that focused more on the
process and the incorporation of the workshop process for feedback (p. 17). Within this
workshop or process approach, “the inclusion of feedback also meant that there were understood
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to be readers for a piece of writing other than the teacher” (p. 21), broadening the audience for
written work.
Incorporating regular personal writing in the classroom provides an opportunity for
students to write more frequently and also continue the shift away from seeing the teacher as the
only evaluator of work. Graham (2018) created the Writer(s)-Within-Community model of
writing that incorporates sociocultural and cognitive models of writing. This model allows for an
expanded definition of audience and also focuses on and thrives in collaboration because the
community is working together to achieve a common purpose, which can change and evolve
over time. In the classroom, this creates a community among students and teacher(s), and
although there are power dynamics to navigate when there is clearly an identified mentor, this
model can help create a more authentic purpose and audience by identifying all of the
community members as readers.
Authentic audiences for students can be a community of others including teachers and
peers, but also including people outside of the traditional academic definition. One way to
incorporate a broader audience is through the use of online platforms. Kigotho (2018)
specifically focuses on the use of blogs to “provide opportunities to write and publish authentic
texts without fear of being reprimanded by an editor” (p. 38). Incorporating technology may also
help build those connections that are necessary for students to feel that the task is authentic and
valuable, and authenticity combined with perceived value can positively impact student
engagement (Kigotho, 2018).
Journaling & Publishing in the Feather Circle
Burke (2008) describes the journal as “the petri dish of the mind,” and also compares it to
a road map (p. 181). Because the journal is a way to promote fluency, not perfect writing, it is
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not typically graded for conventions. The journal is a place for students to think and experiment
with writing (Burke, 2008). Grbavac et al. (2003) write that “language and thinking do not exist
without each other” (p. 29), supporting the notion of the importance of journals as a place to
think and write and be. Journaling also encourages students to develop voice and become
comfortable with that emerging voice as well as with writing as a form of communication
(Grbavac et al., 2003).
By starting with the journal for the feather circle, writers start with the heart and start by
exploring their feelings. The journal becomes a place to develop thoughts and feelings and
eventually move toward public writing, which is something that Nelson strongly advocates. He
also writes that all writing should have an audience (Nelson, 1991). Nelson encourages his
students to make every word count, which is what he calls writing small. The idea is that
students become more aware of their words and the language they use in an effort to use the
exact right words in the exact right order. It encourages a deep understanding of language
function and an intentionality behind the writer’s choices. Nelson also reminds students to pay
attention to how their work looks on a page as well as to title it, again to value the role of the
writer and the choices that he or she makes regarding his or her words and finished work.
Students should take ownership of their work. They should consistently produce pieces that they
want to show and tell (Nelson, 1991).
In addition to breaking the silence in the classroom through sharing personal stories
aloud, this process encourages careful listening to, not simply hearing of, students’ classmates.
Nelson (1991) writes that as a result of living very mediated lives that are saturated in words,
“our students learn subconsciously and defensively to let language roll off of them” (p. 17). In
contrast, by filling the classroom with intentional, meaningful words and by focusing on the
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writers and their specific choices, students begin to regain the ability to listen, and according to
Nelson, the miracle of language depends on someone speaking and someone listening. Through
the exercise of the feather circle, students form a circle that becomes a place to share and to
listen. In addition to the feather circle, students are also responsible for writing Thank You notes
to their peers that focus on providing positive affirmation in order to shift students into a role of
writer and “reader” and continue to move away from teacher-only feedback. As a result, instead
of seeing writing as a means to achieve a grade, they see it instead as a way to transfer emotion.
They begin to take on the persona of a writer instead of a student who is writing for a teacher,
pointing once more to the power of an authentic audience. Figure 2.1 contains an example of the
“I Remember” piece I wrote and shared in my initial feather circle experience, followed by three
sample Thank You notes in response to this piece in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.1
Sample “I Remember” Feather Circle Piece
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Note. “Frisbee” was my surname at the time this piece was written.
Figure 2.2
Sample Thank You Notes

Note. The names have been redacted to protect confidentiality. These notes were written in
response to the previous shared piece.
Classroom Community
Many authors (Anderson & MacCurdy, 2000; Fox & Vogel, 1994; Wellik & Kazemek,
2008) support the importance of community in a writing environment. The sharing and listening
that Nelson writes about bonds students together in a community. Wellik and Kazemek (2008)
acknowledge that creating a space of listening and encouraging in which the audience
participates is important. In their study on “at-risk teens,” Wellik and Kazemek note that teachers
“tend to see students through the lens of deficiency and not through that of competency” (p. 55)
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and incorporating opportunities for students to highlight who they are could be one way to shift
the approach from deficit- to asset-based. Wellik and Kazemek point to the importance of
leaving preconceived notions behind when forming a writing community for the benefit of every
participant.
Participatory Environments. A classroom that connects students also promotes what
Jenkins (2006) refers to as a participatory culture, which is a culture that mirrors what draws
adolescents to online spaces. Alvermann (2008) writes extensively about the online spaces
adolescents are inhabiting. They are drawn to inclusive spaces, and “the storylines through which
young people exist in online spaces are highly social as are the literacy skills they employ”
(p.12). By creating space in the English classroom that mirrors on some level these online
spaces, teachers can access students on a different level. According to Jenkins (2006), a
participatory culture is one:
1. With relatively low barriers to artistic expression and civic engagement
2. With strong support for creating and sharing one’s creations with others
3. With some type of informal mentorship whereby what is known by the most
experienced is passed along to novices
4. Where members believe that their contributions matter
5. Where members feel some degree of social connection with one another (at the
least they care what other people think about what they have created). (p.7)
Small, personal narrative writing that is published regularly within the classroom and followed
with notes of affirmation directly aligns with Jenkins’s definition, pointing again to the important
role belonging to a community of writers can play.
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In addition to creating a community of writers, approaching the classroom as a
community of care opens the door for Noddings’ (1984) one-caring teacher to “explain that
knowing others allows us to understand similarities and differences in others, thus enhancing
class community” (Owens & Ennis, 2005, p. 395). Owens & Ennis (2005) also reference
Dempsey & Noblit’s (1993) assertion of the importance of caring school communities that
nurture and sustain students and summarize a range of research showing the instrumental role of
caring communities in student success. Reitsma (2020) argues that “a good community fosters
intentionally and confidently, the inherent moral capacities of its members, helping them…to
cultivate the moral virtues tantamount to the living of a worthy human life” (p. 9), showing that
community has the potential to positively impact its individual members and pointing to the
potential of creating a community of care within the classroom.
The need for a community of care is even more important for the success of culturally
diverse students who feel a lack of belonging (Perez, 2000). According to Perez (2000), a caring
environment has a positive impact on attendance, behavior, and performance, and “culturally
diverse students need a relationship with their teachers that is mutually caring and respectful if
they are to learn” (p. 103). Seary & Willans (2020) note that students value feeling comfortable
in the classroom, a strong sense of belonging, and a relaxed learning environment and emphasize
that “caring teachers create learning environments in which students who may be hampered by
past negative educational experiences are given ‘safe opportunities’ to debunk deficit notions
about themselves as learners” (p. 19).
The collaborative aspect of Graham’s (2018) Writer(s)-Within-Community may also
impact diverse learners, who benefit from educational experiences that allow for collaboration
(Avalos et al., 2020). Working through writing within community may also help foster a process-
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oriented approach to writing because of a consistent feedback loop. Avalos et al. (2020) found
that teachers desire more one-on-one time to help students with writing and also desire the ability
to give feedback prior to a final draft. When students and teacher(s) are working together in
community, they have more opportunities to share their thoughts prior to writing and create a
pattern of feedback through that collaboration. This would also support Applebee & Langer’s
(2011) discussion of the shift to “providing authentic tasks that would be read by responsive
audiences instead of emphasizing the teacher-as-examiner” (p. 16). Applebee & Langer (2011)
argue that even though most teachers have an understanding of appropriate approaches to writing
instruction such as clear expectations, rubrics, models, and a process-oriented approach, many
still have to compete with other priorities in the classroom that impact how much time is used for
writing.
Personal Writing and Social and Emotional Learning
Although academic development is a priority of public education, school itself is a social
experience, and emotions play a crucial role in the learning process. Jones et al. (2017) argue
“The success of young people in school and beyond is inextricably linked to healthy social and
emotional development” (p. 4), and because of the amount of time students spend in schools,
schools have the opportunity to be a powerful influence on students. They argue that all domains
of human development (social, emotional, cognitive, linguistic, and academic) relate to and
impact one another. A deficit in one area will negatively impact others as well, and Jones et al.
assert that higher social and emotional competencies result in higher long-term success. The five
core competencies of SEL include self-awareness, self-management, social awareness,
responsible decision making, and relationships management (Zins et al., 2007), which are all
positive and necessary attributes for students who will be contributing members of society,
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further illustrating the importance of SEL on long-term success. The development of SEL-related
skills not only impacts future success, but also, and more immediately, can impact the climate
and culture of the school itself (Jones et al., 2017).
With so much new emphasis on the social and emotional development of students,
education is shifting from a focus on emphasizing academic growth and development to
emphasizing growth of the whole student, which shows a long-lasting impact on future success
(Jones et al., 2017). Several SEL intervention programs exist and have been shown to have
positive results on students (Durlak et al., 2011), but in addition to specific intervention
programs, there are also approaches to SEL that take advantage of the classroom, building on the
preexisting relationships within the classroom as a foundation for social and emotional
development (Zins et al., 2007). One way that English teachers can include instruction that
focuses on building skills related to the five core competencies of SEL is to introduce and
prioritize the feather circle process of journaling, revising, and publishing personal pieces of
writing within the classroom. Because this process provides the opportunity and platform for all
students to be heard and empowered and for each voice to be valued, it has the potential to create
a safer and more caring learning environment as well as develop empathy within students as they
listen to multiple perspectives.
Johnson (2014) echoes the idea of student empowerment when incorporating personal
writing in the classroom, which aligns with the idea of teachers positioning themselves as allies
or advocates. Although Johnson notes teachers’ fear in allowing true vulnerability in the
classroom, she advocates the importance of supporting social and emotional health along with
academic success. This connects with the larger educational movement to incorporate more
opportunities for social and emotional growth in the classroom, which can impact climate and
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culture in a school (Jones et al., 2017). Jones et al. (2017) argue “children who feel comfortable
with their teachers and peers are more willing to grapple with challenging material and persist at
different learning tasks” (p. 10), so developing a trusting student-teacher relationship can also
potentially impact more than just a student’s writing experience. Therefore, through bringing the
heart into teaching, the feather circle way of writing stands to impact the hearts of students in
ways that can potentially contribute to their long-term success outside of public education.
Self-Regulated Learning
Because writing is about both process and product, self-regulation plays an important role
as students must determine their approaches to the task and their steps throughout the process
with the ultimate goal that they maintain an openness to feedback and revisions even after a
product feels “complete.” The idea of self-regulation has been well-documented, and the ability
to self-regulate has long been hailed as a quality of successful individuals (Zimmerman, 1990).
According to Zimmerman (2002), “self-regulation . . . is the self-directive process by which
learners transform their mental abilities into academic skills” (p. 65). Zumbrunn et al. (2011)
define self-regulated learning (SRL) as “a process that assists students in managing their
thoughts, behaviors and emotions in order to successfully navigate their learning experiences” (p.
4). Both include the idea of self-regulation or self-regulated learning (SRL) as a process that
ultimately contributes to success, and further explain that this process includes a cycle of goal
setting and progress monitoring.
Zimmerman (2002) defines the skills of SRL as goal setting, strategy implementation,
progress monitoring, restructuring context to be conducive to success, time management, selfevaluation, crediting a causal relationship between strategies and desired outcomes, and
adaptation. These skills are developed through three phases, which include the forethought
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phase, the performance phase, and the self-reflection phase. Self-regulated learners are proactive
in their learning instead of reactive (Zimmerman, 1990). Zumbrunn et al. (2011) describes this
proactivity as the ability to “manipulate their learning environments to meet their needs (p. 7).
In addition to being active participants in their learning, self-regulated learners are
consistently participating in a feedback loop with themselves, evaluating the effectiveness of
various strategies, reflecting, and making necessary changes (Zimmerman, 1990). Zimmerman
(2002) also notes the reciprocal nature of SRL in that students who are natural goal setters are
also more likely to monitor their progress toward those goals than students who are not and
mentions a possible correlation between self-regulation and ability. This is supported by Varier
et al.’s (2020) finding that “high-achieving students reported more behaviour-related selfregulatory strategies . . . than did their lower-achieving peers” (p. 16). The reciprocal nature of
SRL also connects to student motivation.
SRL & Motivation
According to Solomon & Anderman (2016), motivation involves the process of starting
and sustaining progress toward a goal. During the 1970s, there began a shift from behavioral
views of motivation to more cognitive views of motivation, specifically social-cognitive views.
Behaviorists like Skinner and Pavlov focused on operant and classical conditioning, arguing that
people were motivated by rewards and punishments or by a response to external stimuli. Freud
started a shift in this approach to motivation by arguing that motivation is about satisfying
personal needs, which began the transition to a more nuanced understanding of motivation and
laid the foundation for multiple theoretical frameworks. Although behavioral theories do still
play a role in education, they discount a learner’s ability to change over time and do not leave
room for the role of cognitive components in motivation (Solomon & Anderman, 2016).
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Solomon & Anderman (2016) argue that because motivation is layered with multiple
components, different theoretical frameworks do not necessarily compete with one another, but
instead work together to provide a more complete picture of motivation. These frameworks
include Social Cognitive theory, Achievement Goal theory, Self-Determination theory,
Expectancy-value theory and Control-value theory. Where Social Cognitive theory connects
strongly with self-efficacy and a person’s beliefs about his or her ability, Achievement Goal
theory focuses more on the reasons some people choose certain tasks over others rather than
what they believe about themselves (Solomon & Anderman, 2016). Achievement Goal theorists
categorize goals as either mastery goals, which focus on the learning process and prioritize the
value of learning, or performance goals, which focus on the outcome rather than the learning,
and argue that mastery goals have a positive relation with many educational goals and desires.
According to Solomon & Anderman, Self-Determination theory involves both intrinsic and
extrinsic motivation and asserts that intrinsic motivation depends on one’s ability to satisfy the
needs for competence and autonomy. They reference Deci & Ryan’s (1991) definition of
intrinsic motivation as “engagement with a task fully and freely, without the necessity of
material rewards or constraints” (as cited in Solomon & Anderman, 2016, p. 265) and argue that
extrinsic rewards can interfere with intrinsic motivation. Expectancy-value theory and Controlvalue theory both involve the amount of value one places on the goals and tasks and how that
value impacts one’s motivation (Solomon & Anderman, 2016).
As mentioned, Zimmerman (2002) noted the reciprocal relationships in self-regulated
learners, which also connects to their motivation. Students who are self-motivated independently
use strategies to progress toward a goal without any external incentives (Zumbrunn et al., 2011).
Bonney & Sternberg (2016) note that although extrinsically motivated students may perform as
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well as intrinsically motivated students, without those external rewards, performance may stop.
This is drastically different from intrinsically motivated students who perform well because they
want to or because they want to learn (Bonney & Sternberg, 2016). Zimmerman (2002) implies
that extrinsic motivation may undermine SRL and that intrinsically motivated students are
naturally self-regulated. He argues that when students understand that they are responsible for
their own learning and success through the cycle of goal setting, strategy implementation, and
progress monitoring, it motivates them (Zimmerman, 2002). Within the feather circle
framework, although students are provided with a prompt, a workshop time, and a sharing date,
they are ultimately responsible for their personal goal setting and progress monitoring. They also
receive instant feedback from both the teacher and their peers, which may inform their choices as
writers and strategies as learners for their next feather circle writing pieces.
SRL & Self-Efficacy
Self-efficacy and a social cognitive perspective have long hailed an individual’s beliefs
about his or her capabilities to be a better predictor of his or her behavior than actual capabilities
(Bandura, 1997; Pajares, 2003). Students’ beliefs about themselves are “vital forces in their
success or failure in school,” (Pajares, 2003) meaning the students themselves and their beliefs
about themselves may be one of the strongest influencers. According to Pajares (2003),
“students’ self-efficacy beliefs are correlated with other motivation constructs and with students’
academic performances and achievement” (p. 141). Generally, an individual’s belief about
himself or herself is impacted by four main sources: interpreted results of his or her performance,
observation of others performing tasks, verbal messages and social persuasions of others, and
psychological states such as anxiety and stress. This may explain why research findings
consistently show a relationship between writing self-efficacy beliefs and performance and
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consistently examine correlations between other factors including writing anxiety, goals, and
expectations (Pajares, 2003; Yilmaz Soylu et al., 2017).
Pajares and Johnson (1994) state that self-efficacy beliefs are not a primary cause of
behavior, but they are an influencer of “the choices people make, the effort the expend, the
perseverance they exert in the face of challenges and difficulties, and their thought patterns and
emotional reactions” (p. 314). Self-regulated learning and self-efficacy work hand-in-hand as
they have “reflexive positive impacts on one another” (Zumbrunn et al., 2011, p. 8), implying
that students who have high self-efficacy also have a higher ability to manage “their thoughts,
behaviors, and emotions in order to successfully navigate their learning experiences” (Zumbrunn
et al., 2011, p. 4). When students understand the connection between their strategies, and their
outcomes, they start to understand the causal relationship between how they approach learning
and what they produce (Zimmerman, 2002).
SRL & Self-Efficacy in the Writing Classroom
Even though studies have shown some correlation between writing self-efficacy,
perceived value of writing, writing apprehension, self-efficacy for self-regulation, and previous
writing performance, only self-efficacy and preperformance assessments have been shown to be
significant predictors of writing achievement (Pajares, 2003). Writing apprehension, a term
coined by Daly and Miller (1975) includes behaviors around writing avoidance, fear, and
anxiety, which can impact both academic and career choices because it can stall or block the
development of written communication skills (Mascle, 2013). Highly apprehensive writers do
not write as much as those with less anxiety or apprehension, so they do not practice as much,
and as a result do not progress. In addition, highly apprehensive writers do not think they can do
any better. They believe they are just “bad writers” (Mascle, 2013).
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Through encouraging self-regulated learning in the classroom through Zumbrunn et al.’s
(2011) recommendation of the use of direct instruction and modeling, guided and independent
practice, social support and feedback, and ultimately reflective practice, teachers can impact selfefficacy as well. Along those same lines, Yilmaz Soylu et al. (2017) recommend that teachers
instruct students on setting specific goals and provide relevant feedback on their progress toward
those goals, which can increase performance, build self-efficacy, and encourage them to
challenge themselves.
Like SRL, metacognitive knowledge can also be impacted by direct, informed training
(Veenman, 2017). Veenman (2017) argues that sharing with learners the benefits of
metacognition may help avoid abandonment and encourage persistence through difficulties. He
continues by asserting that learners need concrete activities to develop abstract skills, and
teachers need to promote proper metacognitive activities at the right time in the context of a
given task. This idea of incorporating instruction on metacognition and SRL is supported by
Zimmerman’s (2008) findings that although young learners may know effective strategies, they
rarely use them without prompting.
Mascle (2013) asserts that the four sources of self-efficacy have more to do with the
learner than the teacher. Although there is a level of scaffolding and instruction that might be
necessary for successful writing, teachers need to give up control over time and treat students
like writers by managing classroom experiences and creating the opportunity for students to talk
and act like writers. Mascle argues that growth and development should be prioritized over error
correction and adds that in addition to experiencing success, students also need to experience
failure in a way that teaches them resilience. This would also provide opportunities to build the
necessary SRL skill of adaptation.
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SRL, self-efficacy, and success are linked, and it is vital to understand and capitalize on
this link in the ELA classroom since SRL and self-efficacy are reflexive. Although one of the
challenges may be the addition of more content in the same amount of time (Zumbrunn et al.,
2011), the impact of SRL on success not only in the classroom but outside of it emphasizes its
importance as a part of curriculum. Students should be directly instructed on goal setting and
progress monitoring and should then be given safe opportunities to implement strategies that will
help them move toward their goal.
Contemporary Research: Social Justice and Culturally Sustaining Pedagogy
Behizadeh (2019) references Brauer’s (2018) idea that “social justice education not only
increases student engagement and achievement but also helps students negotiate the world in
which they inhabit” (as cited in Behizadeh, 2019, p. 417). This aligns with Kelly and Bhangal’s
(2018) assertion that critical self-reflection is a necessary component in developing leaders. They
define critical reflection as “a purposeful unveiling and disruption of assumptions, norms, and
universal truths dealing with knowledge, power, social identities, and their subsequent role in the
continuation of hegemony” (p. 43). Kelly and Bhangal argue that teaching is not a neutral act and
suggest that personal narratives provide an opportunity for students to share stories that are
counter to the dominant narrative.
More than just sharing stories, Kelly and Bhangal (2018) present the challenge to
recognize and address both stock narratives and counternarratives in order to show students how
to deconstruct these for full understanding, which means that teachers must also fully understand
the role of their own identities. Additionally, teachers must be willing to embrace discomfort and
create “brave spaces” (p. 50) for their students, urging critical analysis, promoting dialogue,
rejecting the “canon,” and inspiring critical reading. Behizadeh (2019) also shares one classroom
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teacher’s observation that “the benefits of class presentations were bidirectional” (p. 416)
meaning that those sharing and those listening both benefited from the practice. To extend that
practice from a passive sharing into an active sharing of counternarratives could be a catalyst for
positive change. It is the duty of educators to grapple with the uncomfortable and navigate those
waters alongside their students. We have to model for our students what it looks like to wrestle
with identity and construct personal narratives that show a critical self-reflection.
Culturally sustaining pedagogy (Paris, 2012) is an extension of culturally relevant
pedagogy (CRP), which was first introduced by Ladson-Billings (1995). According to Paris
(2012), “Culturally sustaining pedagogy seeks to perpetuate and foster—to sustain—linguistic,
literate, and cultural pluralism as part of the democratic project of schooling” (p.93) with a goal
to push away from deficit approaches that sought to assimilate and replace home cultural norms
with mainstream norms. The initial pieces of Ladson-Billings’s (1995) culturally relevant
pedagogy focused on the goal of increasing academic success, cultural competence, and critical
consciousness, and although Paris (2012) touts the importance of these three stems, he asks
whether CRP goes far enough to guarantee the preservation of culture, which is why he proposes
the term culturally sustaining pedagogy (CSP) as an alternative because it implies active support
for culturally and linguistically diverse students. Ladson-Billings (2014) praises CSP as an
evolution, approaching it as a “remix” of the original CRP, noting that new ideas come along to
advance and add to original ones and that “it is crucial that we are willing to remix what we
created and/or inherited” (p. 76).
Behizadeh (2019) argues that there is a spectrum for writing assignments ranging from
authentic to formulaic and also asserts that the proclivity toward formulaic writing in the
classroom more heavily impacts students of color because they don’t have a platform for
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authentic tasks that allow for self-expression or that “honor students’ experiences, cultures, or
interests” (p. 411). Howard and Rodriguez-Scheel (2017) recognize that CRP/CSP is not a
method for teaching or a strategy to include in the classroom, but instead is a way of life “built
on a particular ideology about diversity, meaningful relationships between students and teachers,
and the role of culture in the learning process” (p.7). This is the way educators must approach
their classrooms, and it begins with self-reflection and a very conscious and critical awareness of
self.
In the last year, politically stoked fear regarding the teaching of Critical Race Theory
(CRT) has led to a reexamination of classroom materials and texts, but the practice of writing
and sharing provides an avenue for students to still engage in culturally sustaining pedagogy
through the creation of their own texts that they share with the class. It is not a part of CRT or
associated with CRT, but instead, it focuses on the learners and their voices, and the elevation of
those voices within the classroom, which is aligned with CSP.
Summary and Conclusions
Although traditionally, narrative writing has not been seen as academic writing, personal
narratives are often a more accessible form of writing that can help promote writing engagement.
By creating an authentic audience through the feather circle process of journaling and publishing
personal narratives, students may also be more engaged in class because their writing has a clear
audience. There is also less emphasis on rigid writing structures, allowing for students to engage
with writing in a way that may be new to them. The feather circle process also positions the
teacher as a writer and creates an opportunity for the teacher as a caring adult to also engage with
students as a co-participant in the classroom.
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In addition to the traditional approach to writing, a traditional approach to teaching has
been to put the emphasis on academic success rather than the whole student, but this convention
has started to shift in the last decade. Efforts to focus on more than just the academic needs of
students have contributed to research on Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) as well as
developments in culturally relevant/sustaining pedagogy (CRP/CSP).
Through narrative inquiry, my research seeks to connect what we know about writing and
publishing personal narratives with what we know about the importance of classroom
community, SEL, and CRP/CSP through investigating how the practice of publishing personal
writing within the classroom impacts the students as individuals, impacts their classroom
relationships, and impacts the classroom environment as a whole.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
Research Approach & Rationale
My research will contribute to ongoing discussions connecting what we know about
social and emotional learning with classroom practices that elevate students beyond academic
tasks. Because this research investigates relationships and the classroom dynamic, it will also
contribute to a larger conversation about creating community and impacting classroom culture
through narrative writing.
Research Design
Lessard et al. (2018) describe narrative inquiry as “the study of experience understood
narratively” (p. 194), expanding on Connelly & Clandinin’s (1990) reflection that narrative study
is “the study of the ways humans experience the world” (p. 2). This narrative inquiry focused on
the shared experience of writing, workshopping, and publishing small, personal narratives within
the classroom, in which the teacher-researcher was also a participant contributing to “caring
community” necessary for the construction of the researcher-participant relationship (Connelly &
Clandinin, 1990, p. 4). In narrative inquiry, the participants’ stories are first, and the researcher
listens in order to collaborate in an ongoing telling and retelling of story. In our case, it is the
story of participation in the feather circle process.
Bruner (1998) writes, “Our factual worlds are more like cabinetry carefully carpentered
than like a virgin forest inadvertently stumbled upon” (p. 18), arguing that our worlds are storied
and created and that without that created context, facts do not become facts. Facts require
relevance that accompanies context (Bruner, 1998). According to Bruner, the reliability of the
narrative mode depends on verisimilitude rather than the verification and verifiability that
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determines reliability in logic, setting up a difference between the paradigmatic (logical) mode
and narrative mode. In this narrative inquiry, my goal is to provide the storied context for the
gathered data in a way that creates that verisimilitude.
The tension between the paradigmatic and narrative are rooted in their purposes
(Polkinghorne, 1995). Polkinghorne offers an overview of narrative research methods, outlining
these two general approaches. First, he establishes that the “pragmatic-type narrative inquiry
gathers stories for its data” in order to taxonomize and categorize the common elements for
interpretation (p. 5). In contrast, Polkinghorne establishes the “narrative-type narrative inquiry”
(p. 5). He describes that this type of qualitative research “gathers events and happenings as its
data” and sets out to “produce explanatory stories,” all grounded in the data (p. 5).
Because the focus of our classroom practice is rooted in each individual’s storied
narrative, this narrative inquiry is aligned with the narrative-type narrative inquiry seeking to
create a storied explanation of the feather circle process and its impact on student-participants
through a close analysis of the data for emerging themes. Polkinghorne (1995) writes that
qualitative data not only seeks to “identify a set of categories,” but also to identify “the
relationships that hold between and among the established categories” (p. 10). During the data
analysis, I categorized codes for the purposes of evaluating the relationships between the various
codes and categories throughout the data.
According to Polkinghorne (1995), while the function of narrative analysis is to
investigate a specific outcome, the “storied analysis is an attempt to understand individual
persons” (p. 19). Throughout my data analysis and reporting, I tried to both investigate the
outcome of the feather circle practice while also honoring the individual student-participants.
Polkinghorne states, “The analytic development of a story from the gathered data involves
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recursive movement from the data to an emerging thematic plot” (p. 16). After coding all
documents, I analyzed the frequency of various codes as well as their appearances together in
order to identify driving themes. Although I separated each student-participant’s journal entries, I
compared dated or labeled entries for common ideas and emerging themes. This combination of
data analysis moved me toward the overall plot of the interpretation of findings. When moving
from coded data to a narrative plot, I chose to structure my narrative interpretation
chronologically. I focused on the most frequently used codes as a driving “theme” for my
narrative, and worked to weave together student-participant observations, feather circle
narratives, and my observations into an overall story. I used my observations and journals to
provide context and propel the narrative.
Bruner (1998) writes that there is narrative power “both to govern the selection of
relevant facts and to give shape to such facts as are selected” (p. 22). Although the feather circle
practice informs a shift in power away from the teacher, ultimately, as the teacher-researcher, I
was still in a position of power in that I determined whether facts are relevant and how they are
relevant. Additionally, according to Bruner (1991), narratives focus on telling the story of
specific people in a specific setting and are dependent on the relevance of the happenings in that
setting. The story of this narrative inquiry focuses on the individual lives as well as the story of
our classroom in order to present the story both of the specific people and the specific setting
through investigating the impact of the happenings of the feather circle process.
Role of the Researcher
In this study, my role was an observer-participant. Alongside my student-participants, I
journaled, workshopped, and published personal narratives in the classroom, a posture inspired
by the NWP’s position of teacher-as-writer (Whitney & Friedrich, 2013). These personal
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narratives were in response to prompts that provided increasing opportunities to share personal
details. We always read aloud while seated in a circle, and I read when it was my turn, just like
each of the other student-participants. I am also their teacher, so as teacher-researcher, I am
technically an authority figure; however, in this practice, we were all considered on the same
level. Ultimately, I determined the prompts, so there was still some higher management on my
part than on the student-participants, but within the circle, and during the writing process, our
roles were more equitable. This provided the opportunity for students to feel more of an
ownership over their writing and also approach me as a writer for feedback rather than a teacher
for advice on how to score a higher grade.
All students knew that while this practice was a part of our course, their participation in
the study was voluntary, and completion of the assignment was what was considered for grade
evaluation purposes. Students were assured that participation in the study would in no way
impact their grade and that at any point, they could choose to discontinue their participation.
Methodology
This narrative inquiry was conducted during a six-week period in an honors 12th grade
English course during the spring semester. Students had previously completed several prompts
adapted from G. Lynn Nelson’s (2004) Writing and Being. During the specified time of research,
we completed and shared six prompts. These prompts and the writing that emerged in response
tended to increase in personal details and vulnerability: Who Am I?, Where Am I From?, I
Remember, Scar Stories, Heart Scars, and Memories that Sustain Us (Appendix C). Previously
completed prompts include Logo (first semester), Your Name, Small Joys, and Word Photos
(Appendix C). I introduced and explained each prompt, often paraphrasing the directions for
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both the journal and public portion, focusing on specific details that might inform form or
content.
After explaining each prompt, if it was appropriate and necessary, I may have also
provided some alternative options. For example, the “I Remember” prompt asks studentparticipants to draw a map of their house and neighborhood from around age 8-9. Because of my
position as a public high school teacher, I provided multiple alternative scenarios for this prompt
in particular. I established for my students that as always, their level of vulnerability was their
personal decision, and I followed that with the option that if that specific age was a particularly
traumatic age for them, then they could ground this prompt in another age range. I pointed out
that because the prompt focuses on a nostalgic memory, they might want to aim for an age before
middle school, but I allowed them that freedom, nonetheless. The second option provided for this
prompt was the location. I offered that if their home was a source of trauma or tension, then they
could consider an alternative location such as a horse barn, a gymnastics gym, or even a friend or
family member’s house. I gave a similar speech about their level of comfort and vulnerability
being their own personal decision multiple times throughout the process, always reminding them
that the goal was to create a piece of writing that they were comfortable and willing to share.
Although the prompts provide a specific direction for the writing, in the culture created
by the feather circle, students wishing to branch off from the prompt or try something
unconventional would be given that freedom because the focus is on students as writers and
more equitable relationships within the classroom, including the teacher-student relationship. In
this practice, the hierarchy in the classroom is flatter because the teacher is positioned as a
participant. One other consideration is not only the writer’s level of comfort, but also the
audience’s level of comfort with a particular topic the writer may share about. At the start of our
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feather circles, I asked students to consider their stories and provide a “trigger warning” for
stories related to trauma. This is not a perfect solution, but I was trying to honor each student’s
story while also respecting students who might not be ready to hear about others’ trauma because
of their own experiences.
This practice lead into a larger memoir unit to end the semester. Although these writings
were largely completed outside of that unit, they provided important scaffolding for students as
we moved into the unit because they had already been invited to begin the process of selfreflection. The focus standards selected from the Georgia Standard of Excellence for our sixth
unit (the memoir unit) are W3a, W3b, L3, L4a, and L5 (Georgia Department of Education,
2015). The writing standards (W3a, W3b) focus on narrative writing and narrative writing
techniques. The language standards (L3a, L4, and L5) focus on how language functions,
specifically how words function within an overall work. By situating the feather circle practice
as a lead into this unit, students gained experience in the areas that would help them be
successful in the memoir unit.
All participants (student-participants and teacher-researcher) kept observational journals,
which were provided, focusing on the perceived impact of the practice of publishing personal
narratives in the classroom through the feather circle process of journaling, workshopping, and
reading aloud a finished “public” piece. Student-participants were given time after the feather
circle to complete their observational journals, but they were not required to write every single
week. I consistently reminded them that their participation was voluntary and that their level of
observation was up to them. Student-participants were given a copy of my research questions. In
addition, prior to beginning their observational journals, I discussed with them that my goal was
to learn from their perspective how the process of writing and sharing impacts classroom
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relationships and the overall classroom environment. Although “classroom culture” is a
commonly used educational term, student-participants often asked for an explanation of what
exactly that meant. I explained that it was the environment, atmosphere, or “vibe” of the
classroom in order to help them understand the goal.
Participant Selection Logic
All students enrolled in one section of my honors 12th grade English course were invited
to participate, but participation was determined by parent/guardian consent as well as student
assent. All students assented, and all parents/guardians consented to their students participating
in this study. Students who assented and whose parents/guardians granted consent responded to
an initial survey (Appendix A) in order to identify what Palys (2008) describes as maximum
variation sampling in an effort to cover a range of individuals. The goal in this sampling was to
select individuals who may vary in beliefs about the process, beliefs about writing, general
beliefs, race/heritage, sexuality, gender, or other identified demographics. Although all present
students completed the survey, nine of 19 enrolled students participated in the narrative inquiry.
This research site was selected to provide a convenience sample and purposeful sample
because students participate in this specific process and because the teacher of the course is
conducting the research. This “backyard research” provided valuable feedback on an existing
practice and capitalized on the rapport already established between teacher and students.
Although one potential constraint of backyard is the preexisting position as teacher instead of
researcher, using this research site alleviated some of the problems associated with accessibility
and scheduling problems (Glesne, 2016, p. 48-49).
Instrumentation
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Initial data was collected through a researcher-developed survey (Appendix A) to
determine maximum variation sampling for the narrative inquiry.
Connelly & Clandinin (1990) list a number of methods of data collection involved in
narrative inquiry. In particular, they note writing samples, journals, field notes and interviews. I
primarily collected data through observational journals noting any changes in the classroom
environment and/or classroom relationships as well as reflecting on the process. The studentparticipants and the teacher-researcher kept individual journals focusing on these concepts.
Student-participants were provided with journals and research questions, which were also
explained to them prior to their participation. Although they were also told that they could take
notes on anything they felt was important regarding classroom relationships and classroom
culture and that it did not have to be limited to the specific days we shared in the feather circle,
most chose to ground their journal entries in observations of those days.
I also noted formal observations during the sharing time. I completed six formal
observations, one for each of the feather circles. In addition, I completed 10 additional journal
entries exploring ideas and concepts that I wrote about on the observations. I tried to limit my
journal entries to providing the narrative context and interpretation rather than any presentation
of findings in order to preserve the student-participants as the most important voices in the
research. All raw data was analyzed, and quotations and paraphrases were also included from
participants’ narrative pieces written and shared through the feather circle process of journaling,
workshopping/revising, and publishing small, personal writing. The goal was creating a “final
story” that “fit the data while at the same time bringing an order and meaningfulness that [was]
not apparent in the data themselves” (Polkinghorne, 1995, p. 16).
Protocols are included in Appendix B, and raw data is included in Appendix D.
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Procedures
All students who were present and assented and whose parents/guardians granted consent
completed the initial survey. This survey was completed one time for the purposes of ensuring
maximum variation sampling. The survey was completed on paper and all surveys have been
stored in a filing cabinet that remains locked in order to protect students’ privacy and ensure
confidentiality. After reviewing the answers, I asked nine students to participate in the research,
and all nine assented. I assured them that participation was voluntary and that we would always
have class time available for observations and journaling, so it would not require outside work.
.

Student-participants were given the research questions and asked to note any

observations during our feather circle and/or during the class on other days, as well. They were
encouraged to write anything they wanted to share about the process and practice of journaling,
workshopping, and publishing personal narratives through the feather circle although in class we
did not refer to the practice as “feather circle.” As a class, we continued to refer to this practice
as sharing small writing, so the words “feather circle” will not appear in their observational
journals. I collected their journals twice to record data: once in the middle of the study, and once
following the conclusion of the study, but the data was not analyzed until the conclusion of the
study. All data was transcribed to Word documents using student-participants’ pseudonyms only
in order to protect their privacy and ensure confidentiality. The journals have remained locked in
a filing cabinet at an alternative location than the initial surveys, where they will remain prior to
being destroyed.
I completed formal observations each time we shared in class (six times). I recorded
descriptive notes, reflective notes, initial thoughts, and a seating arrangement. Typically, the
reflective notes and initial thoughts informed longer journal entries reflecting on the sharing
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time. I also noted other observations in my journal during the week (10 times), but most journal
entries focused on reflection. I transcribed my journal three times: once in the middle of the
study, once following the fifth week, and once following the conclusion of the study, but no
teacher-researcher data was analyzed until the completion of student-participant data analysis.
My journal has remained in my possession. No student names were used in any of my journal
entries. Students were referred to by a number (the same number on their observational journals),
and all identifiable information was kept in separate, locked locations.
The research questions were included in each student-participant’s observational journal
to ensure full transparency with the student-participants and to also help inform their
observations, but the student-participants were not required to answer each question. They were
instructed to note anything of interest in the hopes that their observations and mine could be used
to answer the following questions:
1. How do students perceive that publishing small, personal writing in the ELA classroom
in terms of a) students’ view of themselves, b) their relationships with their peers, and c)
their relationship with their teacher?
2. How do students perceive that publishing small, personal writing in the ELA classroom
impacts overall classroom culture?
Student-participants were assured that their participation was always voluntary, and no
student-participants expressed wishing to discontinue their participation in the study, though if
they had, their participation would have ended immediately. Some student-participants wrote
observations about each prompt and each research question, while others wrote general
observations or journaled more sporadically. At the conclusion of the study, I thanked them for
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their participation and their integral role in this narrative inquiry. I will also share my results and
discussion with them.
All raw data is included in Appendix D.
Data Analysis Plan
The student-participant journals were used to answer both research questions as the
questions focus on their perception of the impact of the practice of publishing personal
narratives. All journal entries were coded for emerging ideas and themes using Atlas.ti. For each
new code, any previously coded material was recoded looking for that idea or theme. Discrepant
cases will also be included.
The teacher-researcher journals and observations were also coded for emerging ideas and
themes using Atlas.ti after all student-participants journals were coded. This data was used to
provide context and extend the answering of the research questions focusing on the impact of
publishing personal narratives in the classroom.
Trustworthiness
Thick description of research methods and procedures adds to the credibility of this
narrative inquiry along with extensive reflection by the researcher on her positionality.
Colleagues were invited to review the research during analysis and reporting.
The materials used for this course (Appendix C) are all adapted from G. Lynn Nelson’s
Writing and Being, which has been purchased for classroom use. In addition, the detailed process
will allow for easy transferability to multiple contexts. Even among changing contexts, the
emergence of different themes may still show a connection to social and emotional health and
wellness.
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Positionality & Ethical Considerations
Hearts are at the center of my classroom. Everything else is only important as it relates
to the individuals who find themselves walking into Room 1114 during their senior year of
high school for their 12 th grade English class. Sure, we’ll learn about different forms of
writing, each with its own purpose. We’ll learn about themes and central ideas in literary and
informational texts respectively. We’ll learn all the things you might expect from our list of
standards, but more importantly, we’ll learn about and from each other. This is what I care
about. It’s who I care about. I care about the stories of my students, and I care that they can
create and share their stories with all of us in hopes that we can broaden our definitions and
expectations of others.
Positionality
In terms of research, my personal and professional values position me as a teacherresearcher who is invested in the topic of sharing personal writing in the classroom. I’m
wondering about the personal and social impact of this practice as it relates to relationships
within the classroom and the potential impact of those relationships on the classroom culture.
I am motivated by a love for stories and by a belief that if we all took more time to listen to
the stories of others, we could spend less time at odds with one another and make the
classroom a place for positive, authentic, and personally meaningful work. I believe stories
can bridge divides that have been exacerbated, whether those are differences in sexuality,
race, gender, socioeconomic class, or similar divisions of identity. It’s old, and it’s clichéd,
but I think Atticus Finch was right about why we should climb into someone else’s skin and
walk around in it. Stories help us do that.
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I believe that students have stories to tell and need someone to listen. They need
someone to hear about who they are, and they need to be given the space to discover who they
are and how they fit in a world that sometimes makes them feel like they don’t belong. They
need to be given the chance to use their voices for themselves and for others, and they need to
sort through how their past has impacted their present identity so that they can take ownership
over who they are and steer their ship in the direction of their goals. I know that society at
large as well as smaller family units both impact our students in profound ways and
navigating these external forces while also trying to develop a sense of identity is important to
social and emotional health. Ten years in the classroom have taught me that student voices are
important. Students have something to say, and they will say it if given the chance. They’re
more courageous than we give them credit for and often have more to say if someone will
only listen.
As an educator, I am also motivated by anything with a potentially positive impact on
the classroom environment. I am also motivated by an authentic incorporation of culturally
sustaining pedagogy as this practice values individual backgrounds and elevates student voice.
I recognize that this immediately positions me as a researcher who is looking for a positive
influence. I am coming to the table with a desire to see the good in this practice. I hope to find
that by providing the platform for students to share about their cultural backgrounds and their
convictions that we can actively resist the divisive and negative political and social rhetoric
that has overwhelmed the last several years. I hope my students hear from each other why
Black Lives Matter or why a Saturday morning deer hunt feels sacred, and I hope they begin
to see that we can celebrate differences instead of fear them. I hope that our students begin to
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heal from microaggressions so that they can influence a new narrative that builds toward unity
and fights against oppression and social injustices.
Even if the healing is the extreme positive side of the effect spectrum, I have a hunch
that I will find that this practice has a profound and positive impact overall. I see this as a
spectrum because I believe some students are more open to influences than others, whether by
choice or by a series of events that have made it hard for them to open up. I have seen this
happen in my classroom year after year. The first time we sit in a circle and read our pieces of
writing aloud, they don’t know what to do with their hands without their mobile safety
blankets. They don’t know where to look, so they just look down and wait for their turn. They
start safe. Sharing things most people already know – their sport, their faith, their (correct)
belief that dogs are better than cats. They test the waters of sharing their story and are
surprised that it’s okay and they survive. They’re surprised that I share my story, too. They
look up when I start talking because it’s unusual to see a teacher position herself on the same
level. They see me as a real person, and I show them that it’s okay to take chances in their
writing, and it’s okay to share parts of yourself.
This is when our stories begin to pull us a little further out. Each time we share, we
wade a little deeper into the water. We know more about each other and see each other
differently because of it. The classroom is where these stories intersect and overlap and where
we start to realize that we may look very different from the outside, but we have more in
common than we thought. We understand each other through our stories. This love of story
and understanding drives a continual search for more truths, more stories. A continual
position as listener, observer, interpreter, and hopeful contributor to the bigger story always
unfolding. This is what I hope to see. This is what informs my hunch that we’ll fall on the
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positive spectrum of impact. This is what continues to inform who I am as an educator and a
researcher and an overall believer in the goodness of others.
Ethical Considerations
The backyard aspect of this research may provide an ethical concern as students may feel
pressured to participate in the research or answer questions in an affirmative way because of a
fear their grade will be impacted. I reassured them, their parents/guardians, and all other
stakeholders that participation is strictly voluntary and in no way impacted the students’ overall
grade in the course. One way students were assured is their knowledge of the grading procedure
for these small, personal writing pieces. Because the writing and process are the priorities and
because students are writing telling personal stories, students who complete the process earned a
100% (50/50 points). There is no subjectivity to contend with.
All participant and site names will remain confidential and will be protected through the
use of pseudonyms. All identifying information was removed before the research was shared and
will be protected.
IRB approval was granted for this study (IRB-FY22-344) on March 17, 2022. Approval
from the school district in which I conducted this narrative inquiry was granted on January 24,
2022.
Summary
In my classroom, students and their stories are always first. It is hard to teach when
content takes the stage over student growth and development, and in my experience, when
students feel valued and connected to their class (including their peers and their teacher),
something new can happen that maybe couldn’t have happened before. There’s a trust that exists
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in the classroom between every stakeholder. In this narrative inquiry, I sought to understand if
there is a connection between publishing small narratives within the classroom through the
feather circle process of journaling, workshopping, and sharing public pieces and students’
perception of the relationships within the classroom, of themselves, and of the classroom
environment as a whole. Data was collected through observational journals kept by studentparticipants and the teacher-researcher and through formal observations by the teacher-researcher
during a six-week period in which we all shared increasingly personal narratives. All data was
coded and analyzed for emerging ideas and themes using Atlas.ti in hopes of answering the two
driving research questions.
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS
The purpose of this narrative inquiry was to investigate the relationship between the
practice of sharing personal writing in the classroom and the relationships within and function of
the classroom as a whole. There were two research questions for this study, and they were shared
with student-participants.
1. How do students perceive that publishing small, personal writing in the ELA classroom
in terms of a) students’ view of themselves, b) their relationships with their peers, and c)
their relationship with their teacher?
2. How do students perceive that publishing small, personal writing in the ELA classroom
impacts overall classroom culture?
Setting
The research site for this study was a public high school in northwest Georgia;
participants were students enrolled in my honors 12th grade English course in which we
participated in a process of journaling, workshopping/revising, and “publishing” small, personal
writing pieces within the classroom from the middle of March through the end of April 2022. For
the purposes of this study, “publishing” means reading aloud or sharing with the entire class.
Students can also publish their writings in other ways, but “publishing” to the class is the
important part of this process.
As of 2021-22 Ace High School had an enrollment of close to 1850 students, of whom
21% were economically disadvantaged. The demographic make-up of Ace High School consists
of 62% Caucasian, 21% Hispanic/Latino, 10% Black, 6% Asian, and 1% American Indian.
Although the majority of the population is Caucasian, the Black and Hispanic/Latino population
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continues to grow each year, mirroring overall district changes as well. Ace High School’s
population is similar to the overall demographics of the district based on 2021-22 data, with the
biggest difference being 29% were economically disadvantaged across the district. In addition,
there are subtle differences in the racial makeup of the district, with 62% Caucasian, 21%
Hispanic/Latino, 8% Black, 2% Asian, 0% Native American, and 5% Multi-cultural.
My goal in my classroom is to create an inclusive, positive environment in which every
voice feels valued. I believe that is my role as a public educator and as someone who wishes to
empower and elevate students. This belief works hand-in-hand with my continued efforts to
elevate student writing and celebrate identity through the process of writing and sharing personal
narratives. Through the years, I believe I have observed a positive impact of sharing personal
narratives in the classroom both on the classroom environment and on individual participants,
but through this study, I sought to more deeply understand that connection and what role the
process of writing and sharing plays in my classroom.
Demographics
Of the nine student-participants, four are male, four are female, and one identifies as
nonbinary. Seven of the student-participants are white, one identified himself as “mixed”
(Hispanic and white), and one is Asian. Seven of the student-participants identify as straight, one
identifies as bisexual, and one identifies as pansexual. All participants are 17-18 years old.
Demographic information is included in Table 4.1 and represented in Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.
Table 4.1
Participant Demographics
Name
Amal

Age Ethnicity
17
Asian

Gender
Male

Sexuality
Straight
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Amber
17
White
Female
Bisexual
Claire
18
Caucasian Female
Straight
Collin
18
White
Male
Daniel
18
White
Male
Straight
Emma
18
White
Female
Straight
Luca
17
“Mixed”
Male
Heterosexual
Quinn
18
White
Gender fluid/Nonbinary Pansexual
Rebecca 17
White
Female
Straight
Note. All information was typed from the initial student survey (Appendix A). Studentparticipants could leave blank anything they did not want to answer.
Figure 4.1
Participant Ethnicity

White/Caucasian

Asian

"Mixed" (Hispanic & Caucasian)

Note. Out of nine student-participants, seven are White/Caucasian, one is Asian, and one
describes himself as “Mixed” (Hispanic/Caucasian).
Figure 4.2
Participant Gender
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Male

Female

Nonbinary

Note. Of the nine student-participants, four are male, four are female, and one identifies as
nonbinary.
Figure 4.3
Participant Sexuality

Straight

Bisexual

Pansexual

Note. Of the nine student-participants, six identify as straight or heterosexual, one identifies as
bisexual, one identifies as pansexual, and one participant chose not to answer.
Data Collection
I collected data initially through surveys in order to ensure maximum variation sampling
(Palys, 2008). I tried to identify students who had varying feelings about ELA courses and about
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the process of writing and sharing. This initial survey also provided the demographic data, which
I used to identify students with diverse backgrounds. Based on the initial survey information,
there was a range in feelings about ELA courses in general, and although most were positive,
there were some neutral to negative feelings. Four student-participants (Amal, Claire, Emma, and
Quinn) expressed a positive relationship with writing, but hesitations about sharing their writing.
Three (Collin, Daniel, and Rebecca) expressed a more neutral to negative relationship with
writing, and one of those (Collin) expressed excitement about the public speaking aspect. One
student-participant (Luca) expressed more extreme anxiety about public speaking. One studentparticipant (Amber) expressed excitement about the entire process of writing and sharing. All
information is included in Table 4.2 and 4.3 and represented in Figure 4.4.
Table 4.2
Participants’ Responses about Writing and Sharing
Name
Amal
Amber
Claire
Collin
Daniel

Emma

Luca
Quinn

Initial thoughts on writing and sharing
“I enjoy writing the prompt. However, certain information is
personal to me and I sometimes don’t enjoy sharing.”
“I am excited to participate in self reflection and learn more
about my classmates”
“I thoroughly enjoy writing the personal narratives but I don’t
enjoy sharing with my peers.”
“I enjoy sharing with the class, but the process of writing can
feel repetitive.”
“I don’t typically like writing and presenting. I am always
afraid I’ll do bad or it will be rushed, but recently I have been
doing well, I believe.”
“Writing them is expressive and allows me to actually think
about myself. Reading aloud is not something I look forward to
but I go first to relieve stress.”
“I don’t like public speaking at all, I get very stressed about it
and feel heavy anxiety leading up to it.”
“I really enjoy the prompts. It allows me to be more
introspective. I struggle more with sharing them, but it helps
me overcome my anxiety about sharing (even if it might never
fully go away).”
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Rebecca “I really don’t like writing about myself and I hate talking in
front of people, but I feel very content and accomplished after.”
Note. All information was typed from the initial student survey (Appendix A).
Table 4.3
Participants’ Responses about ELA Courses
Name
Amal
Amber
Claire
Collin

Experience in ELA courses
Positive: “write[s] for [his] thoughts to make sense.”
Positive: describes reading and writing as “a huge love.”
Positive: sees writing as “a way to cope.”
Positive: not necessarily because of writing, which he describes
as “feeling repetitive in structure.”
Daniel
Negative: he doesn’t enjoy the homework. Although he knows
that writing more is important for improving writing, he
doesn’t feel like he has improved enough for how much he
writes.
Emma
Positive: believes that writing plays a role in that because it
“forces [her] to write what [she] think[s].”
Luca
Neutral (positive leaning): enjoys writing when it’s something
he feels strongly about, but hates it when it’s something he
doesn’t really care about.
Quinn
Positive: describes writing as “therapeutic,” adding that
specific prompts can help pinpoint what they’re feeling.
Rebecca Neutral to positive: doesn’t enjoy writing but she will do it.
Note. All information was typed from the initial student survey (Appendix A).
Figure 4.4
Participants’ Responses about Writing, Sharing, and ELA Courses
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7
6
5
4
3
2

1
0
Writing

Sharing
Positive

ELA Courses
Negative

Neutral

Note. All information was interpreted from the initial student survey (Appendix A).
All nine student-participants kept research journals during the process, but they did not
all reflect individually on each prompt. Some reflected each week, but others reflected and
journaled more intermittently, reflecting on multiple weeks and experiences at once, which can
be seen in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4
Participant Data: Feather Circle Participation and Observational Journals
Name

Amal
Amber
Claire
Collin
Daniel
Emma
Luca
Quinn
Rebecca

Number of Times
Participated in
Feather Circle
6
2
5
6
6
6
6
6
5

Number of
Observational
Journal Entries
3
1
6
6
2
5
2
3
5

Total Word
Count for
Journal Entries
247
171
800
353
328
515
164
390
458
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Note. Claire and Rebecca were both absent for one of the days, but Rebecca shared her piece
(“Heart Scars”) a day earlier, and Claire asked another student to share hers (“Where Are You
From?”) the day she was absent. Additionally, although Amber only participated twice during
the actual feather circle, she did complete each piece and share with the class either before or
after the circle.
All data was transcribed and saved using the student-participants’ pseudonyms in order to
ensure confidentiality and protect their privacy. Their narrative pieces were also copied and
pasted to new documents and saved using their pseudonyms so that there would be no
identifiable information. The narrative pieces were used when referenced in the studentparticipant journals or to illustrate something referenced in the teacher-researcher journal.
As the teacher-researcher, I noted formal observations each week and reflected on those
within my research journal. I also reflected during the weeks based on what we were doing and
what was happening in the class. During the formal observations, I noted things that stood out to
me or things that I knew I would want to reflect on later in the Descriptive Notes. At the end of
the same school day as the observation, I completed the Reflective Notes and the
Summary/Initial Thoughts. I realized soon, that within the Summary/Initial Thoughts, I wanted
to pinpoint things to explore in my journal so that all of my journaling was connected to the
formal observations in an effort to stay true to what I was observing in my classroom. I
completed six formal observations (one for each of the feather circle days), and 10 additional
journal entries. Observations and journals were typed, totaling 5,565 words, which is represented
in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5
Teacher-researcher Observational Data
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Feather Circle Prompt

Observation Word Additional Journal
Count
Entries Word Count
Who Am I?
247
503
Where Am I From?
230
197
I Remember
186
1,040
Scar Stories
231
735
Heart Scars
272
747
Memories That Sustain Us 220
957
Note. The “Additional Journal Entries Word Count” accounts for all journal entries following
one feather circle prompt but prior to the next. The total word count for all teacher-researcher
data is 5,565.
Data Analysis
All data was coded and analyzed for themes and patterns that were used to answer the
research questions. This data included the student-participant journals, my teacher-research
journal, and my formal observations. According to Stake (2010), coding involves “sorting all
data sets according to topics, themes, and issues important to the study,” and is used “for
interpretation and storage” rather than for a final product (p. 151). Stake writes that “analysis is
the search for both elements and associations” that will all be synthesized in the final product (p.
156).
Students assented, and parents/guardians granted permission for students to participate in
the research process. Student-participants’ journal entries were coded and analyzed for emerging
themes to further support analysis and provide in-depth, thick description of the impact of
publishing personal narratives using Atlas.ti.
Anytime a segment of data related to a research question, a new code was created or a
previous code was used. For example, in Figure 4.5, Amal’s entry began with an observation
about writing, so it was coded as “General Writing.” As I worked through the coding of Amal’s
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entries, more codes began to emerge, including Vulnerability, Community, Identity, Writer’s
Past, and Student-Teacher. Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 provide three samples of coded data. I coded
the data looking for emerging themes, not to produce what Polkinghorne (1995) describes as
paradigmatic-type taxonomy, but instead to gather all data to produce the narrative-type
explanatory story of the events of the feather circle process in my classroom. For each new code,
any previously coded student-participant data was recoded looking for that idea or theme. All
student-participant journals were coded first prior to coding the teacher-researcher journals or
formal observations in order to create codes that were grounded in the student-participant
experience rather than coding their journals based on my observations. I wanted the focus to be
on their stories in order to shape the context around their facts since Bruner (1998) argues that
facts require storied context and that story gives shape to the facts. As much as possible, I
worked to preserve their experience and their observations as the driving data, using my teacherresearcher journal and observations to provide context and further support ideas that were
introduced in their observations.
Figure 4.5
Coded Sample: Amal
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Note. This image was created using a Screen Clipping tool to show an example of how data was
coded using Atlas.ti.
Figure 4.6
Coded Sample: Emma
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Note. This image was created using a Screen Clipping tool to show an example of how data was
coded using Atlas.ti.
Figure 4.7
Coded Sample: Quinn

Note. This image was created using a Screen Clipping tool to show an example of how data was
coded using Atlas.ti.
I organized codes into three categories: Social, Emotional, and Writing. Although the
main focus of this narrative inquiry was on the personal and social impact, ideas related to
writing and the writing process were also present in the data, so I coded for that as well. Within
the “Social” category, there were seven codes. In descending frequency, these codes include
Community, Learning about Each Other, Student-Student, Student-Teacher, Social, Authenticity,
and Audience. Within the “Emotional” Category, there were 10 codes. In descending frequency,
these codes include Vulnerability, Emotions, Writer’s Past, Affirmation, Anxiety, Release/Relief
or Catharsis, Understanding the Past’s Value on the Present, Identity, Risk, and Engagement.
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The “Writing” Category consists of five codes: Writing Process, Student as Writer, Writing Self
Beliefs, Narrative Writing Techniques, and General Writing. This information is also represented
in Table 4.6. Figures 4.8, 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 show a distribution of categories and codes by
category. Of the 22 total codes, four were only present in the teacher-researcher observations and
journals: Authenticity, Engagement, Risk, and Understanding the Past’s Value on the Present.
Vulnerability and Community were convincingly the most frequently used codes
followed by Emotions, Learning about Each Other, and Writer’s Past.
Table 4.6
Codes and Categories
Social

Emotional

Writing

Code
Community
Learning about Each
Other
Student-Student
Student-Teacher

Freq. Code
64
Vulnerability
52
Emotions

Freq. Code
73
Writing Process
53
Student as Writer

Freq.
8
4

31
23

Writer's Past
Identity

47
11

4
3

Social

20

Anxiety

10

Authenticity
Audience

6
5

Affirmation
Release/Relief or
Catharsis
Understanding the
Past's Value in the
Present (and Future)
Risk
Engagement

10
6

Figure 4.8
Category Distribution by Code Frequency

4

2
1

Writing Self-Beliefs
Narrative Writing
Techniques
General Writing

2
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Social

Emotional

Writing

Note. Although there were 10 codes in the Emotional category, seven in the Social category, and
five in the Writing category, the frequency of codes in the data was more evenly distributed
between the Social and Emotional categories, with 201 and 217 pieces of coded data
respectively. There were 21 pieces of coded data within the Writing category.
Figure 4.9
Code Frequency by Category: Social

Community

Learning about Each Other

Student-Student

Student-Teacher

Social

Authenticity

Audience
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Note. Community and Learning About Each Other were the most frequently used codes in the
Social category, followed by Student-Student, Student-Teacher, and Social. Authenticity and
Audience were the least frequently used codes. Authenticity was only coded in the teacherresearcher observations and journals.
Figure 4.10
Code Frequency by Category: Emotional

Vulnerability
Writer's Past
Anxiety
Release/Relief or Catharsis
Risk

Emotions
Identity
Affirmation
Understanding the Past's Value
Engagement

Note. Vulnerability was the most frequently used code, followed by Writer’s Past and Emotions.
Identity, Anxiety, and Affirmation were used a similar number of times, followed then by
Release/Relief or Catharsis, Understanding the Past’s Value on the Present (and Future), Risk,
and Engagement. The last three were only coded in the teacher-researcher observations and
journals.
Figure 4.11
Code Frequency by Category: Writing
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Writing Process

Student as Writer

Writing Self-Beliefs

Narrative Writing Techniques

General Writing

Note. The Writing Process was the most frequently used code, followed by Student as Writer,
and Writing Self-Beliefs. Narrative Writing Techniques and General Writing were the least
frequently used codes, which were coded three and two times respectively, compared to Student
as Writer and Writing Self-Beliefs, which were both coded four times.
Evidence of Trustworthiness
Throughout the study, I continually reflected on my positionality and consistently assured
student-participants that their participation was voluntary and would in no way impact their
grade in the course. Additionally, I invited colleagues into the discussion during the collection
and analysis of data, mostly sharing my observations, but also noting student feedback, whether
it was shared verbally or included in their observational journals. All journal prompts were
adapted from G. Lynn Nelson’s Writing and Being and were completed within the normal class
time, with no outside meeting requirements, influencing the transferability of this research.
Results
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Each research question in this study is addressed by part below. Both research questions
focused on the overall impact of sharing personal writing within the classroom, with a continued
outward focus starting with the practice’s impact self, followed by classroom relationships, and
ultimately looking at the classroom as a whole.
Research Question 1(a): How do students perceive that publishing small, personal writing
in the ELA classroom impacts students’ view of themselves?
Part A of the first research question focused on the impact of the feather circle practice on
students’ views of themselves. Student-participant observations included references to the nontraditional aspect of the process and a move away from the class academic writing emphasis,
which impacted their confidence as writers and can be seen in the code Writing Self-Belief.
Additionally, although student-participants might not have explicitly reflected on the direct
impact of this process on their views of themselves, a number of codes focus on a connection to
personal self, such as Emotions, Vulnerability, Identity, Anxiety, Release/Relief or Catharsis,
and Writer’s Past, represented in Table 4.7. Their journals and personal narrative small writings
show how these ideas are influenced both by the content of the writings, through the connection
to memories and to self/identity and the context of sharing through the connection to and
recognition of emotions, both positive and negative.
Table 4.7
Relevant Codes: Research Question 1(a)
Code
Vulnerability
Emotions
Writer’s Past
Identity
Anxiety

Frequency
73
53
47
11
10
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Release/Relief or Catharsis 6
Writing Self-Belief
4
Note. Codes are in descending order of frequency.
Every single student-participant’s research journal contained at least one piece of data
coded with the Writer’s Past code, showing a connection between the participants and their pasts
as it relates to their view of themselves and others. They reference each of the different writing
prompts in connection with this, including Who Am I?, Where Am I From?, I Remember, Scar
Stories, Heart Scars, and Memories that Sustain Us. These prompts all require a reflection into
the writer’s past, so it makes sense that this would be an overwhelmingly common code
throughout all data. For example, Emma observed, “Personally, thinking back on certain
memories or evaluating what I may be seen as to other people has been humbling yet allows me
to evaluate myself in a healthy, expressive way,” showing a potential connection between
reflecting on the past and its impact on our current selves and a recognition of a range of
emotions.
Several student-participants noted while completing the prompts that they were exploring
their identities and what makes them who they are. Amal observed that the prompts helped the
teacher learn “what her students think about themselves,” and Amber also observed that “writing
these small pieces has made [her] do a lot of self-reflection, and ideas and thoughts that [she has]
had in passing have either grown into more solidified parts of [her] identity and beliefs, or
[she’s] been able to move on from the weight that they held down on [her].” Emma also noted
that the process of journaling helps students to “think of themselves” and allows “a process of
evaluation,” showing a connection to metacognition, which Veenman (2017) asserts may help
students persist through challenges. When journaling about the student-teacher relationship
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aspect of this practice, many student-participants observed that the idea of sharing with their
teacher helped me learn about who they are and their identities and beliefs.
In addition to the content’s influence on student-participants, the context also influenced
their feelings and views of themselves. At the beginning of the process, student-participants were
selected after completing a survey that asked them to reflect on their feelings about writing and
sharing, and most expressed a positive feeling for writing the prompts, but a negative feeling for
sharing the prompts. Most notably, Claire and Luca expressed extreme feelings of anxiety about
sharing. Emma also observed that students appeared nervous. She added that “although,
everyone may have been nervous and embarrassed to share their private/personal writings in the
beginning, it [felt] as if [her] classmates [had] opened up.” Even if they did not explicitly note a
difference in how they felt about themselves to directly answer the research question, through the
process of journaling, writing, and publishing, Luca especially showed a change, sharing that
“overall, while [he] was anxious presenting the first couple of times, [he’s] really started to enjoy
sharing and hearing [his] peers present.”
Regarding Writing Self-Belief, Rebecca and Quinn both noted positive impacts on their
writing self-beliefs as a result of this process. Quinn shared that they loved writing these pieces
and believes that this process has helped them be more confident in their writing. Because we
had already shared some prompts prior to beginning research, Quinn began their observational
journal with this reflection, also noting that they would like to continue writing as a result of this
experience. Rebecca specifically noted that “Because the prompts don’t follow normal literature
guidelines,” this allowed students to “express their creativity and feel good about their writing.”
Pajares (2003) notes self-efficacy as one of the strongest influences on student success, and
Zumbrunn et al. (2011) note that through modeling, social support, and feedback, teachers can
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impact self-efficacy. This connects to the feather circle posture of teacher-as-writer as well as the
social support of the feather circle and Thank You notes.
Research Question 1(b): How do students perceive that publishing small, personal writing
in the ELA classroom impacts students’ relationships with their peers?
The focus of this part of the research question was the impact of the practice on peer
relationships within the classroom. Overwhelmingly, student-participants noted a positive impact
of this practice on their peer relationships, seen through the frequency of the “Community” code,
which will also be discussed in the answer to the second research question. Their reflections and
observations can again be seen through looking at the content’s influence and the context’s
influence. The writing prompts themselves allowed students to learn about one another and
created the opportunity for vulnerability and sharing about their past. The context of sharing
created the opportunity for them to find a community through this practice, through their peer
relationships, the social aspect, the audience connection, and the affirmations through Thank
You notes after each feather circle. Yu et al. (2022) show that positive student-student
relationships were a “protective factor against internalizing and externalizing behaviors,
depression, anxiety, self-harm, and suicide” (p.5). They were also “a favorable factor for positive
affect, increased happiness, self-efficacy, optimism, and mental well-being” (Yu et al., 2022, p.
6). Relevant codes are included in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8
Relevant Codes: Research Question 1(b)
Code
Vulnerability
Community
Learning About Each Other

Frequency
73
64
52
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Writer’s Past
47
Student-Student
31
Affirmation
10
Note. Codes are in descending order of frequency.
As mentioned earlier, the prompts invite participants to participate in the process of selfexploration, so the content of the personal narratives often relates to one’s past and creates a
space for vulnerability based on whatever level of personal details participants feel comfortable
with. Students noticed commonalities in their memories and childhood experiences that were
expressed through the prompts, with Quinn noting that “hearing the memories of [their]
classmates made [them] feel peace.” Emma observed that “peers shared similar memories,”
which helped students feel connected to each other. In terms of vulnerability, when students were
vulnerable in their writings, it was received positively. Rebecca observed that “the vulnerability
in the class brings everyone together” and that this vulnerability grew with each passing week as
we wrote and shared more with each other. She also noted that through sharing personal
experiences, students could “see [themselves] relating to people [they] didn’t think [they] had
anything in common with.”
In addition to finding similarities and respecting vulnerability, several studentparticipants observed the impact of learning about one another, which points to an assumed
posture of being willing to learn. Amal noted that this practice “allows all of us to become more
accepting of one another.” Collin wrote that “listening to stories, the classmates were able to
learn more about eachother (sic).” Learning about each other through the prompts resulted in a
stronger connection between students and their recognition that as Emma described it,
“Everyone’s [writings] are different, but we all connected.” Multiple student-participants
observed that they enjoyed learning about other students’ past experiences and noted that their
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willingness to be vulnerable with each other is what created the opportunity for those
connections. Amber wrote that without this process, she doesn’t think she would have learned as
much about everyone in class. This was echoed by Rebecca, who observed that “the assignments
made you realize you share more in common with your peers than you thought before” and that
it “improved relationships with peers and interconnected them on another level.”
I observed several changes in their relationships with one another that are reflected in my
observations and journals as well as students. Quinn observed that the students “definitely have
[their] own little groups that [they] mostly talk to and joke around with, but [they] think these
personal pieces have made [them] more aware of each other and comfortable overall.” These
changes, such as increased affirmation from each other while sharing and general increased
conversation and awareness of each other during other days so strongly influenced the classroom
culture that it is hard to separate the impact on peer relationships from the impact on the overall
community, which is the focus of Research Question 2.
Research Question 1(c): How do students perceive that publishing small, personal writing
in the ELA classroom impacts their relationship with their teacher?
The focus of part C of the research question was the impact of the practice on the studentteacher relationship. Relevant codes are listed in Table 4.9.
Table 4.9
Relevant Codes: Research Question 1(c)
Code
Vulnerability
Community
Learning About Each Other
Writer’s Past

Frequency
73
64
52
47

84
Student-Teacher
23
Affirmation
10
Note. Codes are in descending order of frequency.
Several students noted the impact of the practice of writing “Thank you” notes on the
student-teacher relationship. Claire wrote that it was a “good way to connect” to students and
“had a tremendous impact.” Similarly, Quinn observed that receiving a compliment from
“someone you admire” and someone whose writing they look up to had a positive impact on
their confidence and feelings about their writing. In addition to written Thank You notes, I also
verbally thanked students after each piece, which Rebecca observed and noted that “appreciates
how [her] teacher specifically listens to each piece and thanks the students after.”
Another aspect that impacted the student-teacher relationship was the fact that I was a
participant in the feather circle. Every time I asked my students to write and share, I did the
same, following the NWP’s model of teacher-as-writer alongside students (Whitney & Friedrich,
2013). Any students who noted a response to this aspect noted a positive response. Emma wrote
about how it’s “fair if everyone participates,” which made me wonder if there are times in her
past she’s felt like she’s been treated unfairly in a similar situation and asked to share something
personal without feeling like that bravery was reciprocated. She also wrote that by my
participating in the process, it humanized me and created “a more equal relationship,” which was
comforting. Similarly, Emma felt as though learning about my past and my experiences
“deepen[ed] the connection and allow[ed] for comfortable learning.” Rebecca and Luca also
noted positive reactions to my sharing personal stories and being able to learn about me. Luca
wrote that he “feel[s] closer to Mrs. Farist because of the personal stories she shares,” which was
also echoed by Emma and Amber. This also connects to Yu et al.’s (2022) notion of appropriate
student-teacher intimacy, which they argue is correlative with positive outcomes for students.
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In their journals, two students (Amber and Quinn) referenced a pre-existing rapport with
me as something they believe allowed them to be more expressive and vulnerable with their
writing pieces. Quinn wrote that my prior support for other personal things they shared “made
[them] feel more comfortable being [themselves] or sharing what [they’re] going through.”
Similarly, Amber wrote that she appreciated that we were able to learn about each other and that
building on a pre-established foundation of trust allowed her to share things that were more
“nuanced parts” of herself and her story. In addition to Amber’s observation about our studentteacher relationship, several student-participants observed that they felt like by listening to their
personal stories, I was gaining a better understanding of them and their histories, which was
encouraging and comforting. This aligns with Noddings’s (1984) description of the one-caring
teacher and Cooper’s (2004) emphasis on a profound empathy built on social, historical and
relational understanding.
Research Question 2: How do students perceive that publishing small, personal writing in
the ELA classroom impacts overall classroom culture?
This research question focused on the impact of the practice on the overall classroom
culture or experience. Most of the student observations seemed to circle around this question,
which I believe may emphasize how through the feather circle’s impact on each individual
participant’s classroom relationships, its greatest impact is on the classroom culture by creating a
sense of community and safety, which aligns with Wellik & Kazemek’s (2008) description of a
caring space of listening and encouraging in which the audience participates. This finding also
reflects Jenkins’s (2006) participatory culture as students experience the support for creating and
sharing creations as well as a social connection. Relevant codes are included in Table 4.10.
Table 4.10
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Relevant Codes: Research Question 2
Code
Frequency
Vulnerability
73
Community
64
Learning About Each Other 52
Writer’s Past
47
Affirmation
10
Audience
5
Note. Codes are in descending order of frequency.
Of the 73 times and 64 times Vulnerability and Community were coded respectively, 33
times, they were coded together, showing a connection between vulnerability and community.
Additionally, Learning About Each Other was coded 32 times with Vulnerability and 31 times
with Community, furthering the connections between these three ideas. All three codes were
used together 20 times. These relationships can be seen in Figure 4.12.
Figure 4.12
Relationship Between Codes: Community, Vulnerability, and Learning About Each Other

Note. The relationship and overlap of these codes shows a connection between the three ideas of
vulnerability, community, and learning about each other.
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Every student-participant noted some connection between learning about one another and
an increased sense of community within the classroom. Most of them also connected this to the
idea of increasing vulnerability. Although Daniel wrote that he did not feel positively about the
idea of writing to “get something off your chest,” and that he wondered about whether or not he
should have shared one of his prompts, he noted that most of his other classmates he spoke to
“felt so much better getting stuff out that they’ve kept in for so long.” This idea of a mutual trust
and increasing vulnerability permeated student journal entries regarding a feeling of closeness
with one another.
Amber, Claire, Emma, Quinn, and Rebecca all observed the connection between
vulnerability and community. Amber wrote that this practice “improves class culture by allowing
[them] to be more emotional and vulnerable with each other.” She added, “It’s also made [them]
closer since [they’ve] learned about one another.” Rebecca also noted that she appreciated the
increasing vulnerability in each of the writings. She also observed that this practice “definitely
improved the classroom culture,” which was echoed by Emma’s observation that students feel
“connected on a personal level.” Claire observed that “vulnerability is what brings the whole
class together the most” because students are looking past the versions of themselves they “all
portray at school” and “truly experienc[ing] each others’ (sic) words.” She adds, “In turn, [they]
all experience each others’ (sic) lives a little more.”
Every student-participant had at least one entry with the code Learning About Each
Other, and Amal wrote that through learning about one another, everyone could “become more
accepting of one another.” Luca noted that he trusts his classmates as a result of this process and
was able to come out of his shell, and Collin wrote that being able to learn about each other
“could benefit in building relationships in the class.” Emma observed that students had
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“unknown connections” despite their differences and wrote that “Sharing allows us to uncover
new things about eachother (sic).” She wrote multiple times about connections being made and
how through sharing memories and finding common ground, the class connection was growing.
Like Quinn, Emma also noted that the students “used to be quiet and only talk within [their]
groups but now everyone talks together making an overall better classroom environment.”
I observed that there seemed to be a reciprocal relationship between trust and
vulnerability in that the more they affirmed each other, then the more they trusted each other, and
the more they felt comfortable being vulnerable with each other, which often resulted in more
affirmation. It was a continual cycle of increasing affirmation, trust, and vulnerability. Luca
wrote toward the end of the process that he “trust[s] his classmates and teacher and [he’s] not
afraid of sharing with them” and that this practice “has really helped [him] come out of his
shell.” Although Claire specifically journaled about how she didn’t want to be the one to cry
because no one knows how exactly to respond, she also noted that typically, her classmates
responded by giving extra affirmations through snaps/claps and thank you notes.
Daniel and Claire both questioned whether the impending graduation date allowed for a
freedom of expression because of the idea of never seeing each other again, but they were the
only two participants to wonder about that aspect. Claire wondered about this during her prewriting when trying to decide what to write about, but she also included many other positive
feelings about the community and connection she felt with her classmates as a result of this
process.
Summary
All research questions were answered positively although there was significantly more
data for the question parts relating to the classroom relationships and the question focusing on
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classroom culture. The two most frequently appearing codes throughout the data analysis were
vulnerability and community, and participant data shows a reciprocal relationship between these
two things, with those two codes appearing together 33 times in coded data. Ultimately the
impact on classroom relationships played a role in the impact on the classroom culture as a
whole, which was positive. Connelly & Clandinin (1990) note that interpretation “does not make
narrative into fiction even though the language of narrative inquiry is heavily laced with terms
derived from literary criticism of fiction” (p. 5) and emphasize that “narratives are not
adequately written according to a model of cause and effect but according to the explanations
gleaned from the overall narrative” (p. 7), which is mirrored in the interpretation of findings.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
This narrative inquiry was conducted to investigate the potential impact of the practice of
publishing personal narratives in the classroom through participating in the publishing circle
process (called the feather circle) of journaling, workshopping, and sharing public pieces. Nine
student-participants and the teacher-researcher recorded journals and observations exploring the
practice’s impact on their views of themselves, their relationships with their peers, their
relationship with their teacher (the researcher), and the classroom culture as a whole. Overall, the
findings showed a positive relationship in each of these areas. The study produced data about the
community aspect of the practice through its impact on the peer relationships, the student-teacher
relationship, and the classroom culture or experience.
Polkinghorne (1995) describes narrative as “a discourse form in which events and
happenings are configured into a temporal unity by means of a plot” (p. 5). Plot provides the
setting, the events, the sequence and the meaning as it is “the narrative structure throughout
which people understand and describe the relationships among the events and choices in their
lives” (p.7). Additionally, Polkinghorne includes the role of characters within the narrative mode,
connecting to the conventional dynamic character that undergoes a change or development
during the course of a story, like many student-participants expressed.
Bruner (1991) notes that the narrative mode provides multiple ways of construction and
representation but adds that narratives must be embodied to be realized. Additionally, Bruner
(1986) reflects that although the paradigmatic (logical) and narrative modes may seem
oppositional, “in the end, then, the narrative and the paradigmatic come to live side by side” (p.
43). The story is both logical and narrative. Narratives create the logical sequence of events
informing how we interpret what happens in the world around us. Rather than working against
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one another, the narrative and paradigmatic work together to create a complete representation of
the whole. Bruner (1998) grounds what would be considered “verifiability” in terms of logical or
paradigmatic research in verisimilitude for narrative inquiry, adding that “something’s
verisimilitude is the mark of whether the illusion of reality is working” (p. 23). The story must be
believable. Polkinghorne (1995) argues that in terms of a storied representation and
interpretation, “the final story must fit the data while at the same time bringing an order and
meaningfulness that is not apparent in the data themselves” (p. 16). The story must represent the
truth in a way that adds value.
In the storied interpretation that follows, I attempt to employ these concepts of narrative
meaning making. I worked to create a narrative with the verisimilitude Bruner (1998) describes
through a depiction of the reality of the happenings in our classroom. I included as many student
words as possible in order to represent the information in the most truthful way possible while
also creating a fluent, storied representation. Additionally, the narrative contains implicit
meanings (presupposition), portrayal of reality through a character (subjectification), and a range
of voices (multiple perspectives). As the primary speaker, I am portraying reality, but
throughout, I depend on the various viewpoints and perspectives of my student-participants. I
worked to let my observations be contextual and let their observations be the driving force
behind the narrative and its overall meaning.
Interpretation of the Findings
Our story starts the moment they walk into my classroom. The moment they choose to
trust me. They’re nervous at first asking about going to the bathroom “for 45 minutes” so they
can get out of sharing and then laughing it off with everyone. They’re braver than they thought
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they would be. They surprise themselves, but not me. I knew they were brave all along. I knew
they had a story to tell if only we would give them space to tell it and ears to listen.
For the first time, someone gets choked up, sharing part of her story that no one knew,
showing a part of herself that we hadn’t ever really seen. And that’s when it gets real. They give
each other permission to be vulnerable, and they affirm each other at every step. “I am a person,”
Amal starts. Emma and Rebecca follow, “I am a daughter.” Somewhere in the middle, I chime in
“I am a warrior.” Collin and Luca share about being a son. “I am a thinker,” Claire begins, and
Quinn quickly follows, “I am many things.” Amber shares about her struggle with being a
pleaser, and Daniel writes, “I am under pressure.” We’ve all stepped a little further into this
stream together. Each week, we step a little further and a little further.
In her journal, Emma writes that the walls are coming down. A few weeks later, she
writes about how this shared experience creates a safe atmosphere. She feels a sense of safety
born out of a growing community as we continue to share about ourselves with one another and
begin to open ourselves up to each other’s stories. Amber observes that this emotional
vulnerability made everyone closer as we learned more about each other, and Rebecca writes
about how seeing others in a new way “goes to show how even though we all come from
different backgrounds and families, we can share experiences that make up who we are.” Always
at first, they look to me for affirmation, but slowly, over time, they begin to fill that role as well.
Eager to affirm, eager to connect. They share about their past in a way that gives them ownership
over it, and I hope they can step into their next chapter with an appreciation for where they’ve
been. I hope they always value where they’ve been and honor who they were in light of where
they’re going and who they’re becoming.
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I start to notice that these writings have a higher percentage of on-time completion than
anything else in my class. They’re growing as writers and as individuals who are trying to
navigate and regulate their learning. They value these days, this time, this experience, and they
value each other, so they’ll set aside the time, and they’ll work during class to make sure they
have something to read. Not every time, but most of the time, and that’s okay because they’re
still learning and growing. They’re seeing each other as valuable. They’re recognizing the power
of an authentic audience. When there is someone real, tangible, ready to accept your words, it’s
more motivating. They see the faces, the nervous, bouncing legs around the circle, and they want
to participate. They want to share. They’re writing anywhere from 250-600 words on some of
these without being given a requirement, making choices about what to include and what to leave
out based on what story they want to tell their audience. They’re seeing themselves and their
words as valuable, and I hope they always do.
We sit around and reminisce about hours spent outside, about old friendships, some that
have stayed and some that have not survived adolescence, about sibling competition, about
sports, about places that made us who we are and people who made us who we are, and even
though I was graduating high school the year than many of them were born, we’re all sharing in
this collective experience. We’re connecting in ways we didn’t know we could, and we’re
continuing to create this classroom community full of individuals who learn about each other and
are quick to affirm one another. And this affirmation doesn’t go unnoticed. It adds to the feeling
of value and belonging. Quinn writes, “It’s nice to hear (or y’know read) about how someone
connected with your piece or appreciated that you were able to share it.” For maybe the first time
in their school experience, this is more about them than it is about their teacher.
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We laugh some. We cry some. Sometimes in the same week. We experience this
together, growing closer as we share our histories and as we listen to each other share. We laugh
as Luca describes his abuela trying to teach him how to properly salsa dance in the kitchen. We
cry as Claire shares about the house her mom filled with joy after her dad left it. We feel the
connection Collin has to a sport he has played his entire life and the defeat as Rebecca shares
about her loss of love for her sport as a result of one influence. We appreciate Daniel’s love for
screens and recognition that YouTube has been his best teacher. We cheer on Amal as he writes
about leaving toxic friendships in search of better ones. We thank Amber for sharing about her
battle with herself and her anxiety and depression. We listen as Emma shares about her love for
her sister, and we smile at Quinn’s ode to the summer sun. We haven’t all experienced each of
these things, but we have experienced this time in a shared, safe community, and we’re grateful
for the opportunity to learn about each other. We’re eager to find similarities with each other and
just as eager to appreciate our differences. We recognize that we can be alike and different and
can share in a mutual trust in that place of recognition.
Growing up, The Giver was one of my favorite books. I was always struck by the weight
of being the only person to hold all of the stories and feelings and memories and the relief that
came with sharing them. I feel like that’s what we’ve been doing here. We have been sharing our
stories out loud and inviting others to share theirs so that we could all share them together. I feel
a relief that has accompanied knowing that everyone can carry this story, and you don’t have to
be the only one who carries it. It’s a shared load even though it is not a shared experience. Even
though our stories still only belong to us, there’s a shared-ness to them that belongs to our
classroom. Our classroom story is a collection of our individual experiences.
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We’ve been writing this story of vulnerability and connection and community together,
and we’re about to turn the page to the final chapter, but even though our classroom story will
end, their individual stories will not. They will take pages with them when they go and will walk
out of these four walls with more than just a diploma to show for it.
Limitations of the Study
The most notable limitation to this study is time considerations. This study took place
over a 6-week period. As is the nature with high school schedules, there is a level of
unpredictability regarding interferences to the norm, including pep rallies, successful athletic
runs, other school initiatives pushed through ELA courses because every student is enrolled in an
ELA course, inclement weather days, and other potential disturbances. In addition, because the
study begins in the middle of the school year, there has already been some development of
classroom culture and dynamic. This study also relies on an authentic rapport and trust between
students and their teacher(s).
Another limitation to this study is the class size and/or the size of the participant group.
This specific class had a total of 19 students, which is not often typical for class sizes in my
experience. In selecting student-participants, then, there was a smaller number of students to
choose from, which may have resulted in limited diversity; however, in selecting studentparticipants, I tried to prioritize diversity in order to ensure that the narrative was not dependent
on a majority experience. Additionally, with nine student-participants, I represented nearly half
of the class size, but with a larger class size, it might be helpful to select more participants to try
to ensure larger representation.
In addition to typical limitations such as time and participant group size, one unique
limitation to this study is my position as a teacher-researcher who has experienced the same
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process as a student. This may create a limitation in that my experience with the feather circle is
foundational to my implementation of the feather circle within my classroom. Teachers who
have not shared the same experience may not feel as strongly about the feather circle and may
not fully understand it from a student’s perspective.
One additional limitation might be generalizability since the experience is situated to my
classroom with my students in this specific time period. Connelly & Clandinin (1990) note that
reliability, validity, and generalizability are not goals of narrative inquiry as much as
transferability.
Recommendations for Future Research
This study suggests several recommendations for future research focusing on multiple
aspects of the feather circle process.
Context
For future research, I recommend positioning this practice or a similar practice in other
grades and other levels (for example, the college prep level). While my research focused on one
particular level of one course (honors 12th grade), this research could take place across multiple
grade levels and course levels at the same time in order to note any differences in student
maturity levels. Journals and prompts could be adapted to reflect expected maturity levels with
students. In keeping with the nature of Nelson’s (2004) Writing and Being, journal prompts
should be structured to lead students into the practice of writing and sharing personal writing
with increasing opportunities for vulnerability.
Time
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In addition to extending the practice throughout multiple grade levels, I would
recommend extending the research time frame to include a longer period of research in order to
gather more data. The process could also be included at different time periods during the year to
evaluate if the timing impacts the overall outcome. Because the teacher-student trust is
important, one might attempt to investigate the differences in participating in the process early in
the year before there is an established teacher-student rapport and later in the year (like this
study) after the students and teacher(s) have already established a relationship and rapport.
Where this study focused on the process completed weekly during a short period of time,
one might also extend the process throughout the year with more space in between the feather
circle publishing experience.
Continued Impact
One interesting future study could follow-up with student-participants after a set period
of time to ask about the practice’s continued impact (if any) on their lives outside of the
classroom, investigating whether this practice aligns with research showing long-lasting results
from SEL (Zins et al., 2007; Sklad et al., 2012). This would involve focusing on the personal
impacts of participating in this practice, but may involve the social context of the practice as
well. A future researcher might ask questions about perceptions of identity and willingness to be
vulnerable. They might also ask about general satisfaction with the former participants’ overall
social and emotional health.
Finally, with adapted prompts, a researcher may choose to follow a group of students
who participate in this process in multiple years throughout high school to investigate a longterm impact on overall community. Although Jenkins (2006) focuses on the participatory culture
within a specific place (the classroom), this could extend that focus beyond one limited context
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to include a school-wide culture of inclusivity and participation. Since students are required to
take an ELA course during each year of high school, if all courses incorporated this practice,
then students would be creating multiple communities during their time in high school with each
of their ELA classes. Although every student might not have an ELA course with every other
student during the course of those four years, the community circle would be larger than if only
one class participated. If possible, it would be interesting to research the evolving school culture
to see if this practice might impact the school culture in the same way it impacts the classroom
culture.
Writing Self-Efficacy
In addition to the extension of the current research, I recommend more regarding the
overall impact of this practice on writing self-efficacy. Several student-participants noted a
feeling of increased confidence as a result of this practice. Research shows a lack of attention to
writing instruction (Applebee & Langer, 2011; Behizadeh, 2020; Kiuhara et al., 2009), so one
could investigate if an increased writing self-efficacy is a result of the type of writing
specifically, the increased frequency of writing, or both. Wigfield & Wentzel (2007) note selfefficacy’s positive impact on intrinsic motivation, which is more powerful than extrinsic
motivation. This connects to my observations in my journal as I noted that I didn’t feel the need
to prescribe a length requirement or give any specific writing-related limitations or constraints,
but that students continued to write lengthier and often more sophisticated pieces than previously
completed written works. I wondered about whether this was a result of what I called “positive
peer pressure,” but it could also be investigated whether their increased self-beliefs impacted
this.
Implications
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This study shows the potential positive impact of this practice on the classroom
community, implying that it is something that could be a part of every classroom in which there
is a willing teacher. It assumes a level of comfort and vulnerability from the teacher in order to
be successful. It continues research that shows the importance of positive teacher-student
relationships in line with Yu et al. (2022) and further extends their assertion that existing
educational components “can be leveraged and integrated” to positively impact student health,
echoing Zins et al.’s (2007) observation that preexisting classroom relationships can be used as a
foundation for future development. The writing of narratives should be a standard practice within
the ELA classroom as it is one of the three bands of writing standards, making it a current
educational component instead of an additional set or curriculum focused on student health.
In addition to the positive impact on the classroom and the relationships within the
classroom, incorporating the feather circle provides an organic integration of SEL principles as a
part of standards-based, “conventional” curriculum. Jones et al. (2007) connect students’ social
and emotional development to their success both in school and beyond, ultimately arguing that
their development will result in higher long-term success. By integrating opportunities for this
development in the curriculum, teachers can create the context for students to develop across
multiple domains of human development simultaneously as the feather circle practice promotes
social, emotional, cognitive, linguistic, and academic growth.
In education, with a continually evolving understanding of our students and their needs,
this feather circle practice could potentially provide healthy outlets for students to share with one
another and could lay the groundwork for increased cultural understanding and hopefully
lessened prejudices. In addition to providing an organic integration of SEL, this practice also
provides an organic integration of CSP by allowing students to express themselves in a safe,
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supportive environment. Creating the context for students to share stories that may counter the
dominant narrative as Kelly and Bhangal (2018) suggest not only provides a meaningful
experience for those students, but also for the students who are listening. This practice keeps the
students at the center, providing the opportunity for students to express and value their identities
and cultures in line with CSP (Paris, 2012). It also allows students to become the focus instead of
prescribed curricula that may be attempting to accomplish similar goals. With current fears
around book choice and content threatening to limit a range of representation, student narratives
become an important text.
Recommendations for Teachers
When creating prompts for different courses, these prompts could, and likely should, be
created with existing curricular themes in mind. For example, during a unit focusing on “the
American Dream,” which is a common theme in the required American Literature course,
journal prompts could connect to dreams, both realized and unrealized. In narrative studies,
students may be asked to draw on authors for inspiration for either form or content. Always,
however, prompts should be grounded in the idea of a journal for pre-writing and a polished,
public piece that is published in class. A limitation in this practice is the fear that teachers are
trying to implement SEL outside of relevant curriculum, so anchoring the choices within that
curriculum can work to ensure that the practices are defensible and pedagogically sound.
One important component of rooting the practice within existing curricular structures is
considering how the feather circle pieces can inform future writing by going beyond the writing
for the feather circle to create points of departure where a specific piece may “prime” students
for a larger assignment. To extend the previous example, in a unit investigating the American
Dream, the journal responses may contribute to a larger writing piece focusing on the modern
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American Dream or how the American Dream has shifted or whether the American Dream is
relevant or has ever been relevant. The use of vignettes in qualitative research is not uncommon,
so students could experience weaving in their personal vignettes with their current research. Not
only does this provide a personal connection to the assignment itself, but it also provides prior
experience writing about the topic and sharing about the topic. Additionally, they will have
already received feedback that may inform their future choices.
An example of how this practice might fit into an overall unit is included in Appendix E.
Potential Challenges
There are two primary potential challenges to this practice. As mentioned in the
limitations, I had experienced the feather circle as a student before I brought this practice into my
classroom as a teacher. I knew that it could be a powerful part of the classroom not only because
of its potential social and personal impact, but also because of its overall impact on writing and
the shift in students’ views of themselves as writers. If teachers have not experienced the feather
circle for themselves, it may be challenging to introduce the practice into their classrooms. One
option is to seek out professional development opportunities like the National Writing Project
and may provide some experience for teachers-as-writers. Although all of the sites might not
necessarily work through the same text or types of prompts, this would still provide an
experience for teachers to grow as writers in a community. The National Writing Project also
hosts online writing communities (National Writing Project, 2022).
In addition to teacher experience, another potential challenge includes teacher
responsibility for what is shared in the feather circle. Teachers are mandated reporters, so details
of harm to self or harm to others are required by law to be reported. This may provide a
challenge to the idea of the feather circle as a “safe” place to share. As noted, I typically provide
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“outs” for my students in terms of altering the prompt, but I also remind students of my position
as a mandated reporter up front to try to combat any feelings of betrayal that might harm the
teacher-student relationship. I usually remind students by saying something along the lines of,
“Remember, everyone – all teachers are mandated reporters, so anything that has to do with
harming yourself or others, I’ll share with your counselor.” I have had to report things that have
been shared, but maybe because of the original disclaimer, or maybe because students who are
open to talk to the class about it are sometimes more open in general, I have not had students
express feelings of betrayal. Another option along the lines of shifting the prompts to meet
student needs is also giving students an out, if necessary, regarding “the truth” by classifying it
as an emotional truth. This broadens the scope of the truth to include touches of fiction if
students need to protect themselves. They can still tell a true story even if it is not 100% factually
accurate to their specific experience.
Conclusion
Claire writes, “That’s one thing I’ve loved about these writings is that we’ve all
connected to eachother (sic) through shared experiences we wouldn’t have known otherwise.
Overall, I loved this journey that our class has taken together; coming together through
vulnerability, love, pain, hate, jokes, and stories.”
And that’s the take-away. That’s the conclusion. Something happened in my classroom
through a range of stories, through a range of emotions, through a range of kids from all different
kinds of places that connected us in a way we would have otherwise missed out on. I’m so glad I
didn’t miss it.
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Appendix A
Initial Questionnaire
Name:
Please answer the following demographic questions to the best of your ability. If you
would prefer not to answer, you may leave them blank.
Age:

Gender:

Ethnicity:
Sexuality:
Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability. If you prefer not to
answer, you may leave them blank.
On a scale of 1-5 with 5 being the most excited, how excited are you about participating in the
process of writing and publishing personal narratives by reading them aloud in class?
1

2

3

4

5

Please explain in a few words your level of excitement and what might contribute to you
answer to the previous question.

How would you generally describe your experience in English/Language Arts classes in high
school? (positive, negative, neutral, etc.)

Has writing played any role in that experience? If so, how so?

Would you describe yourself as more of an introvert or an extrovert?

Would you describe yourself as someone who typically enjoys listening to other perspectives?

Do you feel there are any other important aspects that I have not asked about that may
contribute to your feelings about this course and this process?
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Appendix B
Observation Protocol
Date:

Time & Duration:

Location:

Observer:
General Description of Task/Aspects of Observation:

Descriptive Notes:

Summary/Initial Thoughts:

Reflective Notes:
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Room Configuration and Additional Data:
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Appendix C
Logo Prompt

Personal Logo
Create
Develop a meaningful personal symbol of some kind. There are no rules for this other
than that (as always), you have to do it carefully and that it is positive and meaningful to
you and tells us something about you. Take your time developing your design. Let it
somehow symbolically represent something about you – this could be your values,
family/ethnic heritage, beliefs, hopes, dreams, or anything. Whenever you have it the
way you want it, put it on the upper half of a piece of paper, and then…

Journal
Take some time to write about your creation. What feels good to you about it? Did any
new ideas come to you as you created it? Is there a story or a memory somehow
connected with it? How is it connected to your “heart”? Write about these things and
explore, and then…

For Public
Develop a short, careful piece of writing for the class that somehow brings your logo to
life for us. This must fit on the bottom of your logo page. Practice reading it aloud as
you work on it. Listen to how it sounds. Don’t just mundanely explain your logo to us.
Make it alive with story and stuff. Once you get it so it says what you want it to say,
print it carefully on the bottom of the page, and be sure your name is on it.
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Your Name Prompt

Your Name
Almost every time we write, we tend to explore the questions “Who am I?” and “What
matters?” Exploring and telling stories about our names pulls us into exploring who we
are and where we came from.

Journal
Write your name fully across the top of the page. Look carefully at those combinations
of letters, those words that somehow identify you. Think about where those names
came from, and think about all the memories and feelings and stories connected to your
full name.
Begin to write anything that comes to your mind and heart in relation to your names.
Wander and wonder about your names – about nicknames you might have been called,
about names you might have wished for, about how your names may have changed as
you grew older. Wonder about your names as symbol and sound. How do your names
feel to you? How have your feelings about your names changed? Think about your
parents, your ancestors, the generations who came before you. What of them is in your
names? Who named you? How did they pick the names they gave you? If you could
rename yourself now, what would you choose? Think of specific moments, memories,
stories that somehow involve your names. Write without thought for form or
correctness; just collect all thoughts, moments, feelings and memories in relation to your
name.

For Public
Although what you have in your journal could potentially become many different pieces
of writing, for now, pick one particular story, memory, incident, or feeling that has
emerged for you in your writing up to this point. Focus on that in your journal and freewrite again, getting down whatever comes to your mind in a more detailed exploration.
Let it take a form, a “shape” on the page – a poem or narrative, a “memory-story,” an
essay, a letter to someone about your name, whatever feels fitting for what you have to
say. Begin molding it into a public piece. Work on it. Read it to yourself. Add to it and
make changes. Continue to work it out until it feels right. Give it a title and even
perhaps an epigraph. Proofread it and get it ready to go out into the world.
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Small Joys Prompt

Collecting Small Joys
Journal
In your mind, look back over your day for small joys. Look for moments of meaning from
your day – not logical, practical meaning but a deeper, quieter meaning. Seek moments
that may have touched you so softly that you hardly knew it at the time. In your journal,
write about one of these moments. Reach out with your words and pick up a moment.
Look at that moment carefully with your words. Watch yourself having that moment.
Live it again, more fully, in your journal. Continue this process and find several moments
from your day, always feeling for the preciousness at the heart of each moment. This
may initially be difficult, but after your find one and then another and then another, you
will start to notice them everywhere and be amazed that you could not see them before.
Once you start looking for these moments and seeing them and appreciating them as
they take place, you and your writing and the very quality of your life will change.

For Public
Go back to the small joys you have collected in your journal. Pick out two that you
would like to share with others. Turn these moments into small pieces of public writing,
capturing with your word choice and imagery the heart of each moment. Think of
creating small, precise pieces. Do not be tied to a limit, but do not waste words.
Communicate by showing, by dramatizing, not by telling. By the words and images you
use, by the experiences you show, let readers feel the moment for themselves.
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Word Photos Prompt

Word Photos
Journal
Think back through your high school experience, and try to focus in on important or
defining moments. These can be your favorite memories or even your least favorite
memories, but they should be the ones that had the most impact on you during these
past four years. Write about the moments that come to you even if they seem like
nothing; sometimes one memory can remind us of another.
Try to picture the memory and describe it as you would describe a picture. Instead of
writing “I” and “me,” use “her” or “he.” Don’t simply explain what’s there, but instead use
sensory details to really create the image for the reader/listener. Keep your words
grounded in your five senses. See the moment in new ways, from new perspectives or
new angles.

For Public
When we think back on memories, we often see them as photos or still shots from a
movie. Choose two of your important moments from above to expand on and create a
“word photo” surrounding the moment. In journaling, we often use lots of words as a
way to explore and see what works and what doesn’t. As we start to really understand
the feeling that we want to focus on, we should begin work our way back to few, strong
words. We pare it down. We eliminate words that aren’t precise. We focus. We
tighten.
By doing this, we are working toward creating a very poignant piece of public writing, a
“photo” of a meaningful moment for others to learn from. Focus on tightening up your
writing and using carefully chosen, strong words to create meaning. Your word photo
should be between 100-150 words, so choose your words carefully and be specific.
You will write TWO complete word photos for this assignment.
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Who Am I? Prompt

Who Am I?
Journal
Once you get hold of the idea that every “I” is a “we,” that you are made up of many
small selves, the power of your personal writing will become more understandable and
more available to you. Review your day, watching for the different roles you play. Look
for all the different selves you were during just this day. Look at when you were “friend”
or “teammate,” when you were your job identity, etc. Observe the different feelings that
came with those different identities. In your journal, list the major roles you play in your
life. List each role carefully and deliberately, in this way:
“I am _________________________ .”
Consider such identities as general identities, relationship identities, job and “doing”
identities, belonging identities, religious identities, ethnic identities and possession
identities. You will probably have a list of at least twenty or so of your own most
prominent selves and identities. Keep this list in your journal and add to it as you
become aware of other identities, other parts you play.
The act of writing in your journal leads to fundamental changes in your life because it
shows you that you are made up of many “I”s, that you play many parts and have many
selves. It will also help you develop a greater sense of the overall Self, which will help
you see the frame around the picture.

For Public
Go over the identities in your journal and focus on one of your selves, one that is
struggling in some way. Focusing on that self (or multiple selves) that you have chosen,
write a description of what it is struggling with and how it is feeling. Write about some
of that self’s options to improve, change or heal the situation.
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Where Are You From? Prompt

Where Are You From?
Journal
Through this prompt, we will be exploring our past (which is really always present with
us). We will be looking at our childhoods, our beginnings, our roots. We are working at
telling our stories, which we must do in order to survive them, learn from them, grow
beyond them.
Consider this question: Where are you from? It is a question we are often asked, and
we usually answer with a word or two – Atlanta, Woodstock, New York, New Orleans.
But your challenge here is to answer with a series of images, pictures, memories.
Write for twenty minutes or so, just making a list of sentences. “I am from _____.” “I am
from _______.” Complete each sentence with an image or memory or moment from your
life. Explore the question fully and freely. Answer the question with images of a place,
of the land, of the neighborhood. Answer the question with images of family, of history,
of ancestry. Write and write and write.

For Public
Now, refine these sentences – make them strong and true and grounded in the stuff of
your life. And begin weaving them together. The form is up to you. You may realize
that you have a poem to write, or you may realize that you have prose. You can weave
together images from all facets of your life; or you can focus on images of a place or
images of family or images struggle. Play with this – write and rewrite – just see where it
goes.
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I Remember Prompt

I Remember
Journal

1) Think about your house and neighborhood from when you were around 8-9 years old.
Draw a map of that house and neighborhood. Don’t worry about the art here.
2) Make at least 15 annotations on the map. These are just brief descriptions of “episodes”
or “stories” that happened during your time in this house and neighborhood, like, “This is
the tree I fell out of where I broke my arm,” or “We used to ride our bikes to this Circle K
and buy baseball cards and pop tarts,” or “this is the front yard that me and Bobby Weiss
used burn ants with magnifying glasses.”
3) Choose three or four memories that are closely related, or spend time focusing on one of
those “episodes” and write it out using these prompts:
I remember…

I remember…

I remember…

But mostly I remember…

For Public

Take your journal entry and create/craft a piece for public. You can use the “I remember” starters
in your piece, or choose to take them out. Up to you.
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Scar Stories Prompt

Scar Stories
Journal
Scar stories seem to come easily to us—from childhood to old age, people like to tell
stories about their wounds, their operations, their accidents. And Nietzsche tells us that
we must “come to love our scars.” This exploration involves looking at your physical
scars, your literal wounds, and telling the stories that come with them and need to be
told.
In your journal, draw an outline-sketch of your body. Don’t worry
about your artistic ability or accuracy. All you need is a kind of
generic representation of your body, like the one to the right. On
your drawing, mark the physical wounds and scars you have
acquired in your life. As you do this, you will start remembering
things—how each wound happened, how you felt at the time, what
you did. Annotate each one. As you sketch the scars and
wounds, describe them briefly. Write freely in your journal about
each scar and wound. Think about the emotions, the feelings, and
if you can’t remember exactly, try to imagine them the best you
can.

For Public
Pick one of your emerging scar stories, one that wants and needs to be told, and begin
working it toward a piece of public writing. Perhaps the wounding itself will want to be
the center, the heart of the story, and the drama will unfold around it. Or the wound
may serve to illuminate a relationship or help you to see something or someone else
more clearly. You never know. Just start telling the story and see what happens.
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Heart Scars Prompt

Heart Scars
Journal
Heart scars are a variation on literal scars, but these stories to do not come forth so
readily as ones about our physical ailments. Here you will explore your emotional
wounds and begin to tell the stories that you may have been trained to hide from
yourself and others. These are stories that need to be told.
Reflect on your emotional wounds. What are the hurts and traumas of your heart? Look
for those wounds that did not bleed, but often hurt more than the wounds that did.
Draw a picture of your heart and mark your wounds on it. Some of these scars will be
major and obvious (“my parents’ divorce,” “my uncle’s death,” and so on). Others will be
smaller and more subtle (“jilted by Clarice in third grade,” “had to have my dog Shana put
to sleep,” etc.). Put them all on your heart as you remember them. In your journal, write
about your scars and wounds. Pick the ones that you feel a need to work with. Explore
them. Wonder about them. Feel them again. Some of them may not yet be scars, but
may still be raw and unhealed hurts. This is a sign that you need to work with them, to
tell the stories of their happening, to heal them.

For Public
Pick one of your heart scars and work it into a piece of public writing. Sharing your
stories not only helps you but helps others, giving them permission and an example to
follow in telling the stories of their own wounds, to begin their own healing.
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Memories that Sustain Us Prompt

Memories That Sustain Us
Journal
Sustain: “To keep in existence; maintain…To supply with necessities or nourishment…To
support from below; keep from falling or sinking…To support the spirits, vitality; to
encourage…” –American Heritage Dictionary
Much of our work on our own history focuses upon healing wounds and exorcising
monsters from our past. But we also find gifts of sustenance—moments and memories
that sustain us. These are memories of special places and special times that we can go
back to in our minds and in our journals. They include: memories of home and roots;
memories of little lessons learned; remembered acts of courage or caring by others that
light our way; special moments of insight or understanding; little epiphanies lost in our
consciousness, waiting for us to reclaim their sustenance; and on and on.
Remember sustaining memories from your childhood. Find memories that make you
smile, memories that, perhaps, have been sustaining you from beneath your awareness
without your even knowing that you knew. Bring these memories to the surface now
and collect them in your journal. As you write them in your journal, more details will
come floating to the surface of your memory. Add to them. Let them grow.

For Public
Pick one sustaining memory that has emerged for you in your journal writing and begin
moving it to a public form. Work with it until it begins to find a fitting shape—perhaps in
the form of a poem or a short narrative piece. As always, this is a good chance to work
on showing rather than telling. Let your readers feel the sustenance of this memory for
themselves through the power and the focus of your words.
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Appendix D
Raw Student-participant Data: Amal
“Who Am I?”
I think the biggest mood change came during Amber’s presentation. Her structure of words and
word choice shifted the entire classroom. She presented a view on herself that no one knew
about.
This prompt was perfect to allow all of the students to get to know one another.
I believe this prompt has given Mrs. Farist an idea on what her students think about themselves.
I have listened to a few of my surrounding peers and I can conclude that publishing small,
emotional pieces of work allows everyone to connect with one another and allows all of us to
become more accepting of one another.

“Where are you from”
This prompt was a reflection for many students. W all chose to write about our childhood or to
embed a portion of our childhood into this prompt.
This prompt provided everyone with an idea about the sharers background and how they’ve
grown up.
I think this prompt allows Mrs. Farist to have an idea on her students (sic) background and allow
her to learn more abut why they are the way they are.

“I Remember”
This prompt helps guide the writers on identifying what memories are the most important and
memorable for themselves.
The prompt also allows listeners to learn about what brings happiness to the author of the work.
I think this prompt helps Mrs. Farist understand her students more and will understand how to
approach them better and more suited to their personality.

Raw Student-participant Data: Amber
Writing these small pieces has made me do a lot of self-reflection, and ideas and thoughts that I
have had in passing have either grown into more solidified parts of my identity and beliefs, or
I’ve been able to move on from the weight that they held down on me.
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I feel like I have learned so much more about my peers, their experiences, and their beliefs, and I
don’t think that I would’ve had the opportunity to do so without the assignments.
I’ve always felt really close to Mrs. Farist because some of my earlier classwork was deeply
personal, and she was very receptive and related to how I felt. I feel like the writings have
allowed her to get to know more nuanced parts of ourselves and stories, and I feel like I’ve
learned a lot about her, too.
I think that it improves class culture by allowing us to be more emotional and vulnerable with
each other. It’s also made us closer since we’ve learned about one another.

Raw Student-participant Data: Claire
Before I started I want to preface this by saying I know I’m about to be extremely extra. I’m
wanting to go above and beyond for this, and for you, because I TRULY I find so much value in
it. I am very happy you picked me to journal for you hehehe. :)

Writing “Where Are You From”
8:45 am
I’m sitting in my marketing class and while everyone else is in an intense game of Minecraft, I
am writing the journal for this prompt. It’s easy to come up with tangiable (sic) things I am from
like Woodstock, Atlanta, the South, etc. But I am not one to write about broad things like that. I
like to dive deep and write on an idea or abstract thought. I don’t want to be seen as ordinary
while trying desperately to fiet in. The girl siting next to me basically just hyperventilated, “Oh
no oh no, oh no! I’m gonna die, i’m (sic) gonna die, i’m (sic) gonna die!”
Side note: I wish everyone dove deeper than just their sport or hometown because then I
could connect with them without having to actually talk with them. I know some writing
ideas can only come from hard experiences and a lot of my classmates haven’t had to
experience super hard things, but I just wish I could hear some people’s word vomit like I
usually embarrass myself with.
12:58 pm
Shoot, this might be the prompt that makes me cry in front of the class. I’m currently in the
library trying to finalize my writing from the journal There’s been a few times where my
classmates have cried while reading their work, and while it’s a beautiful, vunreble (sic) thing, in
the moment it does make the whole class pull back a little. No one is sure of what to do; should
we all smile? Cry with them? All look down and avoid what’s happening? Usually that person
just gets a few extra snaps or claps and a higher percentage of the notes written and handed out at
the end of presentation days. I think ultimately the vulnerability is what brings the whole class
together the most. Students get to see a glimpse past the speacialy-curated (sic) selves we all
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portray at school and I think you as the teacher get to connect in a way more special than just
listening to our conversations or reading our writings. Everyone truly experiences each others’
words. In turn, we all experience each others’ lives a little more.
Still, you don’t want to be the one to cry.
9:08 am
I just finished writing, editing, typing, editing, and re-typing into my notes. I cannot explain how
much anxiousness is in my body about sharing this piece. I sit here again in my marketing class
listening to my classmates play yet another intense game of Minecraft and juust keep re-reading
what I’ve written and how the people in my class will percieve (sic) me after hearing it. I know it
will be good for me though; sharing something vulnerable. I’m not even going to see most of the
people ever again after May. Why do I care what they think? I wonder how many of them are
thinking the same thing.

“I Remember”
8:19 am
It’s now Thursday the next week and i’m (sic) still writing during my marketing class. I ended up
not even reading my writing last week so oh no so sad no crying in class for me ;). This prompt
was lighter for me. The ages of 8-9 are a nice time because they were sandwiched between when
my dad left (6) and when my mom got cancer (11). It was kind of fun to reminice (sic) on times
where life was carefree and filled with unresponsible fun.
Side note: it shows the community aspect in our class that quinn read my writing for me
without hesitation. We became friends in your class this year and now we’re rooming
together in college next year.
Side note pt 2: The notes you wrote to all your students had a tremendous impact. Made
me tear up for real. I think that was a super good way to connect to your students through
work they did; peer notes are nice but for honors kids especially, hearing it from a teacher
means a lot.
Final:
So I just presented “I remember” and totally balled. It was out of nowhere but I think I was
impacted by Amber’s writing just before. That’s one thing I’ve loved about these writings is that
we’ve all connected to eachother (sic) through shared experience that we wouldn’t have known
otherwise.

Overall, I loved this journey that our glass has taken together; coming together through
vulnerability, love, pain, hate, jokes, and stories.
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Raw Student-participant Data: Collin
“Who am I?”
-

Some students really put effort into the writing while others wrote just to get the
assignment done.
The people that put effort into the writing had a lot more depth in their writing.
Listening to stories, the classmates were able to learn more about eachother (sic) which
could benefit in building relationships in the class.

“Where am I from?”
-

The class was required/challenged to think deeper.
A lot of imagery was used by the students.
All the kids had different stories
Everyone comes from a different story.
Again, we learned more about some of the people in class.
Seamed (sic) as if a lot of people had a bunch to talk about.

“I Remember”
-

The students were required to take a visual and turn into a short writing.
Old memories were expressed by the students.
Remeniscing (sic) childhood days that many kids seamed (sic) to miss
Many laughs and joys that were also filled with small amounts of sorrow
Friendships
Some students decided to write about objects that remind them of sad times.

“Scar Stories”
-

Some sad memories for some of the students
Funny stories from some of the students
Strong feelings from many of the students stories
Different as it was the first time we wrote more about something physical

“Heart Scars”
-

Definitely left many of the students feeling sorrow for their fellow classmates
For some students, it was a struggle for them to read their own stories
Students share stories that many of their classmates never knew about
Many students are dealing with mental issues that they are still trying to solve
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-

The room was left shocked and upset from listening to the stories
Depressing

“Memories that Sustain Us”
-

Way to finish the prompts on a better note, with most stories
Many giggles and laughs from the class
Caused myself to look back out at my childhood for memories that stood out
Makes you appreciate many things in life

Raw Student-participant Data: Daniel
3/25/22
Today in class something unexpected happened. (STUDENT NAME) was talking about her
family and I perfectly envisioned it. She said her “grandma applying extra lipstick and pulling
out a pocket mirror, slowing pulling on skin to get rid of wrinkles.” Or something like that.
Memory is kind of foggy. But that line made me realize what lit/comp is actually for. It’s more
then (sic) just reading old books and trying to learn something from it, it’s more then (sic) just
writing more and more to enhance the way I speak English. Lit/comp, along with reading books,
can help you look at the world a different way, it can help you look for things that you wouldn’t
originally notice like how people behave, notice how others react to something, and potentially
be better at socializing. Reading is more then (sic) stories, it’s learning about the story and how it
came to be. Whether it was from a heartbreak or an Odessey (sic) accross (sic) the ocean, there is
more than a moral of the story. There passion, cause, and effect behind every sentence. It also
heps to put feelings into words, something i (sic) struggle with. If nobody got tired of repetition
“lack of a better word” would be my new catch phrase. I hope this all make sense…Moral of the
story…ironic…the assignment of reading these journal helped me realize all of this (today?)
when I have been doing this for 12 years.

A lot of people have a hard time sharing heart scars. It’s not easy to out yourself like that/ I think
the fact we were about to graduate and never see these people again helped some people a lot. I
don’t feel glad that I got some things off my chest. I still feel like what I said was wrong. I kind
of regret sharing. However, others from what they’ve said, felt so much better getting stuff out
that they’ve kept in for so long.

Raw Student-participant Data: Luca
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At first I was terrified to present these pieces in front of my classmates. However, now I’ve
started to enjoy hearing others share their pieces and I feel like we’ve started to become closer as
a class. I also feel closer to Mrs. Farist because of the personal stories she shares. Hearing about
her life outside of school is really interesting. Overall, while I was anxious presenting the first
couple of times, I’ve really started to enjoy sharing and hearing my peers present.

The heart scars sharing was by far the one I was most worried about, but turned out to be the
most beneficial. I felt great after sharing it, and I felt like I had a much better understanding of
my peers and teacher. And now I’m not worried at all about the next piece. I trust my classmates
and teacher and I’m not afraid of sharing with them. Composing these public pieces has really
helped me come out of my shell.

Raw Student-participant Data: Quinn
I think that writing and sharing such personal pieces has helped me be more confident in my
writing. It has also been a good emotional exercise for me. I think I would like to continue
writing things like this because I feel that there is a lot I want to share with the world.
I’ve been very surprised by some of the things my peers have shared, and lot of the writing has
impressed me, especially from the “identity” prompt. I think what has helped strengthen the
overall class relationship is the notes we leave each other after sharing. It’s nice to hear (or
y’know read) about how someone connected with your piece or appreciated that you were able to
share it.
It’s always nice to hear a compliment from someone you admire. I think almost everyone in the
class is impressed by Mrs. Farist’s writing. She always leaves us speechless, and it’s nice to hear
that she appreciated what you wrote when you look up to her writing. It has also made me feel
more comfortable being myself or sharing what I’m going through because she has already been
so supportive with other personal things I’ve shared in my writing.
We definitely have our own little groups that we mostly talk to and joke around with, but I think
these personal pieces have made us more aware of each other and comfortable overall. There
were some people who talked very little, but I’ve noticed their personalities come out more in
their pieces as well as in the classroom.

Heart scars was by far the most difficult, and cathartic, piece I have written. Although I really
struggled to share it, it felt like a weight was lifted off my chest when I did. The issues aren’t
something I have really I had put into words before, but I’m glad this gave me the opportunity to.
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I wasn’t sure about the Memories that Sustain Us prompt because I felt like I already puyt my all
into my Heart Scars piece. It was actually really nice to write about though, and hearing all of the
memoires of my classmates made me feel peace in a time of stress with finals and projects. I
really enjoyed this as a final prompt.
Thank you for this experience, Mrs. Farist. I loved writing these pieces.

Raw Student-participant Data: Rebecca
In terms of the students (sic) view of themselves, I feel like publishing these writings makes
them feel very achieved. Because the prompts don’t follow normal literature guidelines, I think it
helps students express their creativity and feel good about their writing. In terms of relationships
with peers, the assignments have made you realize you share more in common with your peers
than you thought before. The writing has improved relationships with peers and interconnected
them on another level. Lastly, in terms of their relationship with their teacher, the small writings
have improved that aspect of class. I appreciate how my teacher specifically listens to each piece
and thanks the students after. I believe they help give the teacher a better understanding of
students on a personal level.
Publishing these writings have definitely improved the classroom culture. My class tends to write
about some heavier topics, and it shows that the people around you are probably going through
some of the same stuff you are going through. I think our class has gotten much closer after
sharing writings.
The small writings bring up so much nostalgia that can be shared within the class. Lots of old
memories get brought up and it often gets emotional. The vulnerability in the class brings
everyone together and creates such good vibes in the class.
When we shared scar stories, some people wrote about silly stories when they were a kid, and
others shared deep, personal stories they carry with them. As we write and share more as a class,
the more vulnerable we get with each other, which I appreciate. You can often see yourself
relating to people you didn’t think you had anything in common with. It all goes to show how
even though we all come from different backgrounds and families, we can share experiences that
make up who we are. Sharing these writings also builds better relationships between student and
teacher, which contributes to classroom culture. It was really interesting hearing about
everyone’s scar stories, and can’t wait to describe the next prompt we do.
Today we shared the heart scars prompt for a couple of students. This prompt got so deep and
actually cried a bit. Some of the stories were so true, heartfelt, and vulnerable, and I believed it
moved the class. Altogether the stories were just so raw and left me in awe.
4/27/22
On this fine Wednesday, we shared from the prompt “Memories that Sustain Us.” Lots of them
brought up nostalgic memories, causing us to reminisce on our childhoods. I love hearing
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everyone’s sweet memories. Sharing these memories creates a warm and happy feeling
throughout the class. I love writing and sharing these, and the vibe in the class grows with every
prompt.

Raw Teacher-Researcher Data: Journals & Observations
March 18, 2022
“Who Am I?” Feather Circle
Descriptive Notes
Kids are nervous. “Can I go to the
bathroom…for 45 minutes?”

They asked me to go last because “no one
wants to read after you”
Tears from a student who shared about family
dynamic and asked for my help earlier in the
week

They are listening to each other – actually not
looking at screens

Two students asked to share Monday
One student asked someone else to read

Reflective Notes
Even though we’ve shared before, I can tell
they’re worried about sharing something
increasingly more personal, but they still ALL
did it (except for the two who asked to go
later).
This is tough for me because I want to be
authentic and model, but I don’t want them to
feel bad about themselves.
This student is very outgoing and typically
makes jokes/laughs a lot. I was proud of her
for sharing something true and for working on
carrying the symbol of gym weights
throughout – this is what we talked about
when we met earlier. She had introduced her
“baggage” this way, and she figured out how
to uncover that little fossil without it sounding
forced. SO PROUD.
This is huge because their lives are so
mediated. I do allow them to read off their
screens, but they actually listened when
people were talking.
Due dates “don’t matter” – maybe a little bit
of that, but they still want to share, which is
huge

Initial thoughts: THEY JUMPED IN.
Journal:
Before now, we have shared stuff as a class with each other in this same format, but this is the
first prompt that has asked them to wade a little deeper into the stream of vulnerability.
Yesterday, several students asked for input on what they were writing/sharing. It was cool to me
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because it makes me feel like they actually are starting to see themselves as writers. Of course
they’re still interested in the end product and the grade, but they realize that the process is also
important – this is something I think most students miss, and I’ll fully take some of the blame
(well ELA education/curriculum in general, I mean). Assigning a grade to a finished product
always (at least I think) perpetuates the idea that it’s done and finished and the most important
outcome. And obviously a finished piece is the goal, but the process often gets neglected in my
experience. It just becomes how quickly can I get “x” done? I know one thing I definitely want
to do this week is prioritize that process in the classroom. For the sake of time, I have been
neglecting the workshop component, but I’m going to prioritize it for our next prompt. I’m also
going to build in class time to try to prioritize the journal. I like to sit down and write mine all at
once – journal and public – but I’m trying to recognize that because these writings are requiring
them to stretch a little, they may not want to spend and hour at home on a Wednesday night
doing it.
One thing that I love about this class is that there are only 19 students. It’s a great number
because I never feel like we’re rushing to get through everyone. It’s also made up of several
social groups, which his fun. I’m excited to see them continue to be brave in their writing and
sharing.

March 21, 2022
Dedicated 10 mins to going over and starting the journal for Where Are You From?
I told them we could spend some more dedicated time and plan to workshop what they have on
Thursday. In a perfect world, they would be workshopping a completed piece, but I’m afraid to
put too much pressure on them when I know they’re already putting pressure on themselves. I’ll
be curious to see what they bring to the table on Thursday. We have a field trip Weds-Fri, so
some will miss the workshop and share. My five who still need to share Who Am I? will share
tomorrow.

March 24, 2022
Today I encouraged them to get feedback from each other on what they have planned to share. I
know some are still in the journal, but I hope that they have some things to share (like ideas) and
that they are able to ask questions. If nothing else, I think it has helped them pace themselves a
little better so that won’t be just writing it in 5th period on Friday. Curious to see.

March 25, 2022
“Where Are You From?” Feather Circle
Descriptive Notes

Reflective Notes
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Making eye contact after reading

As soon as they finish they look to me. Other
classmates are also looking and listening, but
I feel like because this is still something new
and possibly uncomfortable, they’re looking
first for my affirmation…almost like they’re
embarrassed to look at each other…?
Love that they’re growing in their confidence
and don’t feel like they have to say “I don’t
think I did this right” or “mine is different
than…”
PROBABLY THE FIRST TIME EVER
They/we always snap after someone shares
and I always say “Thank you” – I feel like
they’re starting to affirm each other more
now, too. I love that they’re actually looking
and listening. At least one student (Quinn)
mentioned wanting to write more than 3 thank
you notes – my minimum requirement. This is
the first time anyone has expressed that idea.
They’re growing.

Fewer disclaimers

EVERYONE SHARED
Affirmations and thank you notes

After – passing a note all the way around like
elementary school - HA
Initial thoughts: They’re giving each other permission to be more vulnerable. Multiple people
shared about atypical family situations and “brokenness” – last week, Rebecca and one other
student shared about atypical family dynamics, so it feels like they opened up the doors for
others. Their vulnerability gives each other permission to do the same.
Journal:
I think this is the first time everyone has had their writing to share on the day it was due. One
student (Claire) even asked another student to share hers even though she was absent, so that’s
cool. On my observation, I wrote about how they’re giving each other permission to be more
vulnerable and about how they’re more open to (and eager to write) affirmations and thank you
notes. I’m wondering if these to things are somewhat related. They’re affirming each other more
and breaking out of their typical social circles to write thank you notes (partially probably
because I challenged them to write to people they haven’t written to before – but I didn’t require
it…just challenged). I fell like when they affirm each other and praise risk-taking (whether in
writing style or content), it encourages more risk-taking and vulnerability. And in turn, because
they’re taking risks and increasing their vulnerability, more people are connecting to and praising
them. It feels cyclical and reflexive.
Vulnerability/risk
Affirmation
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During the writing and sharing of thank you notes today, my students also passed around a
pretend “check yes or no” note – around the whole classroom. It was hilarious.

March 31, 2022
“I Remember” Feather Circle
Descriptive Notes
Wide range of stories

Lots of emotions today

Even the different stories have some common
threads

The girls seem more eager o write thank you
notes than the boys

Reflective Notes
I love this part because it shows that there are
such a wide range of experiences. And it
shows the range of students and vulnerability
and all the things
This is going back to something I noted last
week – that they are giving each other
permission to feel and share
It connects to me here, too, because even
though none of the stories were the same,
there were threads of similarities whether
through sibling relationships or trampoline
memories or seemingly insignificant details.
It’s one of the times that I feel like even
though we’ve all had different experiences,
we can share pieces of those with each other.
This tracks for me – I think girls are more
people pleasers.

Initial thoughts: I loved hearing all of the similar elements in the different stories. They’re so
eager to encourage each other and comfort each other when they’re emotional.

April 1, 2022
Looking back over my notes from yesterday, I’m struck again by this idea that they’re giving
each other permission to be vulnerable. And it’s interesting because it feels like for some, they’re
truly testing the water. Sticking a foot in one week and pulling it back out the next, but by
sticking their foot in they’re encouraging someone else to jump because “the water’s fine!”
When they see each other risk a little bit, it allows them to risk a little (or maybe a little more). I
think they’re really finding themselves in that risk. Claire is not typically a crier – she actually
told me after class that she hates choking up like that in front of her mom (to whom she is very
close), so she hated choking up in class. But she also told me that someone who was a childhood
friend who had drifted apart wrote her a thank you note afterward. It feels like they’re finding
ways to heal from things in a way that brings value to what was while also recognizing that it’s
okay that the what is is different. It’s definitely a unique and dynamic layer for them to be able to
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navigate this at the end of their senior year. It gives them space to explore the life they’ve lived
so far and to find both value and closure for this part of their lives. Whether they actually leave
the area for college or career or whatever, the time in their life of going to school with the same
people and seeing someone every day since 2nd grade is ending. I’ve taught senior for 10 years,
and they always seem to be surprised by this. I feel like giving them space to reflect and create
something that values that part of them will help them value what was and find closure and look
forward to what will be next. I hope they can step into their next chapter with an appreciation for
where they’ve been. I think that such a healthy posture for all of life – valuing where you’ve
been and honoring who you were in light of who you’re becoming and where you’re going. I
wish I would have experienced that sooner.
The other thing I was struck by yesterday in particular is that even with all of our different
histories, we can find common ground. It seems obvious, but it sill feels special and sacred.
Especially for me because many of my students were born the year I was graduating high school.
We are different generations even though we’ve grown up in the same place (or similar). A lot of
what I write is about motherhood, but because this prompt was specifically rooted in an age, I
saw connections with my history too – a love for outdoors, the uniqueness of a sibling
relationship. Two of my students (who are also participants) wrote to me specifically about the
sibling bond. It was cool to see them acknowledge each other’s stories and at times remember
together since they spent so much time growing up together. I could see them smile and laugh
while each other shared memories that they have in common, and I could also see them
recognize that even if they aren’t common memories, they can have a common thread – an
experience, a relationship, a feeling. I feel privileged to get to witness this reflection and
recognition and valuing and honoring of who they are. I feel so grateful that they trust this class
to be a safe place to share and grow as writers and people. In our sixth and final unit in this class,
students will curate a memoir using some of these pieces and some new ones, and I’m excited for
them to get to view their collected works as a whole when we get there. It feels almost like a
metaphor for who we are – a collection of different stories and experiences all in one, both in
each of us and in our class as a whole. Our class is a living memoir we write each time we step
inside. Each time we put our words out there. Each time we add to our story.

April 8, 2022
I spent the morning typing all of my notes from the last few weeks, and when I was reading
through the part about how we neglect the writing process in favor of the product, I couldn’t help
but wonder how this mirrors our approach to our lives as well. How often do we lose sight of our
daily process and daily progress because we are only focused on our desired outcome? Our next
product? The next stage/phase in life? Especially right now with my students who are constantly
having to answer questions about college and career – their next “product” of themselves. And I
feel connected to that a little as well because ultimately, I’m working on the most extensive
product I’ve ever created in my dissertation. I’m hoping that I can rest and soak in the process of
creation and sharing this time with my students. The biggest difference is that in the nearly two
decades that I’ve aged past where they currently are, I have hit my 30s and become a mother and
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realized, in fact, that I am not a product. I am a continual process. Postpartum anxiety,
depression, intrusive thoughts, and a million other things that accompany shifting hormones and
an autoimmune diagnosis have shown me this. But I can’t say that at 17 or 18 I thought that. And
I’m wondering if they’re only used to seeing themselves as a product, too. A grade. A GPA. A
test score. A future plan. I hope that a look back through their lives will help them see that there
is beauty in the process because we are the process. I hope they realize that they are a continual
work, an ongoing experience. They’re not a class ranking or a college acceptance. They are a
soul who continues to grow and change as they navigate the world around them. As a matter of
fact, isn’t it the process, then, that’s the goal? Not the product at all. I need this reminder for
myself, too.

April 13, 2022
“Scar Stories” Feather Circle
Descriptive Notes
Range of stories and lengths

It’s funny how much physical scars reveal
personalities

EVERYONE SHARED

Trauma/triggers

The storytelling is SO GOOD

Reflective Notes
I love that I don’t really have to give a word
count for these – I told them up front that I
didn’t want to define the length if it wasn’t
part of the prompt, and I love that they write
the exact right length for their stories.
I love this aspect of today’s writing – people
wrote about their competitive nature, their
risk aversion. That wasn’t as expected to me –
the depth some of them would go to show
inward characteristics through outward scars.
Again- this is huge. I feel like it’s because of
good peer pressure – they care about the
audience.
I always say no disclaimers, but I did ask for
trigger warnings for self-harm/childhood
trauma to be considerate of the fact that they
are still children who are still healing. One
student shared about self-harm.
Even some students who might typically
show some reluctance with writing are really
growing in their storytelling. I was on the
edge of my seat multiple times, especially in
Daniel’s story—it was so good!

Initial thoughts: I really need to explore some things from today in my journal – my
expectations, length, good peer pressure (which I feel like impacts the other two)
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April 14, 2022
One of the things I wrote yesterday on my reflection/observation was the idea of good peer
pressure. Late work is a really typical part of my school life. I haven’t taken off points for late
work in YEARS because it felt like by focusing on the deadline, I was actually grading their
behavior over their performance. It’s something that I think keeps the emphasis on the product
rather than the process – that if you get points taken off because it was late, then it’s just about
how quickly you can create a product or how well you can manage your time. And I know that
there are actual deadlines; I mean, the semester ends, and you have to have your work done, but
in all the years I’ve been considering due dates basically suggestions, I have had very few
students consistently turn nothing in every time…until this pandemic. And I know the pandemic
has changed a lot of us and has informed what I think are some good changes in education, but I
have seen more consistent late work (like 2-3 weeks late) this year than ever. I mean, we were
basically all in fight or flight for 18 months (at least that’s what it felt like)/ Worrying about this
novel virus at the start of 2020. Trying to survive a complete pivot March of 2020 that lasted
until the “end” of the year. Then coming back in August to full classes and healthy quarantines –
always wondering if you were going to be the next person to get identified as a “close contact.”
Athletes choosing to “quarantine” themselves so they didn’t risk having to miss games and
matches. Wondering at every turn if we were going to get shut down. We’ve been through a lot.
And these seniors have only one other “normal” year – as freshmen. So I know some of the
penchant for late work may just be missed maturity, but I also just think the pandemic changed
us…even if it’s just temporarily. All that is to say that I have seen a much higher “on time” work
completion with these assignments than anything else even from students who consistently turn
everything in late. I think it might be for a couple of reasons – a recognition and valuing of the
experience that we can’t really recreate – once that day comes and goes, you can’t be there – and
a deep valuing of each other and the audience. They don’t want to let each other down – it’s not
about me or else they would always turn all of their work in to me. It’s about this community.
This positive peer pressure to be present and participate. To be able to share in the same moment
with everyone else in mutual bravery and mutual vulnerability. We tend to associate negative
ideas with peer pressure, but they are seeing the positive effects of it. It’s really cool to see. And
it goes hand in hand with their viewing of each other as an authentic audience. They are sharing
with each other and getting immediate feedback from each other. It's not for a made-up audience
or for only me – it’s for each person in the room listening and reading their own words on the
page. It’s tangible. And it’s encouraging when your audience (who happens to be your peers)
responds to you. You don’t want to miss out on the opportunity. So the authenticity of an
audience of peers in this one moment in time that can never be truly replicated creates a
motivation for “on time” work that isn’t always reflected in all assignments.
I think this good peer pressure and authenticity also impacts choices they’re making while
writing. They’re writing anywhere from 250-600 words on some of these without being given a
requirement. They’re making choices about what to include and what to leave out based on what
story they want to tell their audience. They are really flexing their writer muscles, and I can also
see it in thew ay that some of them took the opportunity to work in their personal qualities or
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characteristics like being risk averse or competitive – they’re consistently going above and
beyond the minimum – it’s amazing. And I think in a way this all connects back to that authentic
moment with each other. They want to do their best. To be best for those people in that moment.

April 20, 2022
“Heart Scars” Feather Circle
Descriptive Notes
Reflective Notes
I can feel the hesitation. It feels like a simmer. This is probably the bravest I’ve ever asked
them to be. Even though I gave a disclaimer
when introducing this, they went for it.
Where they are in the circle seems to impact
For this one especially, the more emotions
their emotions
you see, the harder it becomes to read without
emotions, I think. At least for me. Already
having been emotionally heightened by
others’ writings made me choke up earlier in
my own writing than I might have otherwise.
They are accepting each other’s gifts – the
The earnestness in their faces as each other
empathy
was sharing was so true and authentic.
Sometimes they looked down, but often, they
looked at each other. They comforted each
other.
Looking for comic relief
We were all looking for some comic relief.
Even when something wasn’t really funny in
context, if it was even remotely amusing, we
took the chance to laugh at it. Just to get a
break and catch our breath. I think it helped
students feel like their writing was valuable
even if they didn’t cry.
Wow. The vulnerability. The range of stories. They trusted this space and these people with
I’m going to be processing this for a while.
a lot today. There was a surprising amount of
vulnerability. I feel honored.
Initial thoughts: Today was powerful. Cathartic. I’m so proud of my students who shared early,
but I’m sad they missed this experience. Things to explore in my journal – vulnerability, mutual
trust and empathy, value in every story.

April 21, 2022
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Reading back over my observation, I feel like there are a lot of things that I should write about in
here. I wrote on my observation that I specifically needed to explore three things – vulnerability,
mutual trust and empathy, and value in every story.
This prompt and response is absolutely the bravest my students have every been. They shared SO
MUCH, and it covered a wide range of experiences—depression, suicidal thoughts, anxiety,
toxic masculinity, the loss of a friend or family member, body image, alcoholism, the end of a
sports career, confusing high school friendships, too-hard coaches that make you hate a sport you
once loved, and selling your first car. There was so much happening in class yesterday, and one
thing that was cool to witness is that such a range of stories and experiences showed that my
students see the value in every story. They didn’t compare the level of vulnerability. They didn’t
give anyone a hard time about sharing something that might not have seemed as “deep” as some
of the others. I think because there is a mutual understanding that we all have different stories.
Also, when I introduced this prompt, I specifically said that they could choose their level of
vulnerability. I remember saying something about how I didn’t want them to ever feel
uncomfortable about their writing and that I didn’t want them to feel like I was asking them to
“bare their souls” or feel like they were going to need therapy because of this. That they should
tell them most honest story they want to share. Just because I can experience the catharsis and
relief that comes from sharing stuff doesn’t mean that at 17 or 18, they should feel like that have
to unpack stuff in a high school classroom. And I think this range of stories really honors the
idea of telling the most honest story they want to tell.
Rebecca and Amber shared a day early, and Amber shared about her experience with anxiety,
depression, and suicidal thoughts, which I think opened up the door for students who were
wondering about what to share/how much. Even though they had already been working on their
writing, I also know that there is a last-minuteness that might have worked in everyone’s favor
this time around because they may have felt permission to revise and share more. I think they
really do respond to what one another shares because they recognize the trust there. If this person
is trusting me with this information, then I can trust them. And if they’re trusting the whole class,
then I can too. This mutual, reflexive trust has no doubt impacted the classroom dynamic. Even
with the different friend groups, I can see more outside-of-the-group relationships. Most of the
time, my desks are arranged in groups, so my students typically sit with the same people in the
same group, but something special has happened, where even when they’re in their groups, some
are willingly reaching outside the group boundaries to talk to and respond to others. I think it has
been cool for them to see that sometimes their differences aren’t as big as they thought, but also
that even when there are big differences, you can develop a mutual trust and respect for each
other that makes it possible to have a relationship that you might not have otherwise had.
Official disclaimer – I have discussed reportable information with students’ counselors.

April 22, 2022
Rebecca asked me if I knew what we were doing for our final exam yet because she had an idea
– for us to revisit one of our previously completed journals and write a new piece to share the
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day of the exam because she really loves the journals and doesn’t want our next one to be our
last one. I said yes.
And now that I’m actually writing this down so I don’t forget, I’m struck by two things – her
desire to continue this process and the fact that she trusts me enough to make a suggestion for
what we should do in class as our final exam. I feel like that seemingly small action directly
relates to (and helps answer) my research question about the impact of this process on studentteacher relationships. She trusts me, she has a confidence with me, and she isn’t afraid to suggest
something because she knows that I will listen to her and value her. Wow. What a gift.

April 27, 2022
“Memories That Sustain Us” Feather Circle
Descriptive Notes
Lighter feeling than last week

Everyone is here!

So much joy and laughter

Summer and vacation seems to be a theme

Increased reactions and talking to each other
after each piece

Reflective Notes
I can tell they feel like they made it to the
cool down part of the work out after the heavy
lifting of heart scars.
Even though not everyone shared, I’m glad
we were all here for the “last one.” It feels
like when we share, everyone’s individual
memory becomes a collective one.
We all had smiles on our faces most of the
time. Mine was a happy/sad this week, but it
felt like the story I needed to share.
This makes sense just in general and where
we are in the semester. We’re almost done,
and they’re really almost done, so I love that
they’re dreaming of summers and reminiscing
about traditions and vacations right now
before one of their biggest life transitions.
I love how they’re talking each other up after
these. Not only are they connecting, but
they’re also owning this space – they’re not
letting me do all the talking

Initial thoughts: I loved this “ending” that isn’t really an ending. Things to explore – the path
here, the nostalgia, the overall classroom conversation

April 28, 2022
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Yesterday, we shared “Memories that Sustain Us” as our last official Feather Circle. In my
observation, I wrote that I need to explore three things – the path here, the nostalgia, and the
overall classroom conversation.
During the last couple of months, we have moved deeper and deeper into the waters. Each
prompt asking them to explore more. Trust more…even if they’re just learning to trust
themselves more. And last week, we were in the deepest part of the stream, but now we’re
walking back out on the other side. It really does feel like we have crossed over something and
walked up into some place new as a class together. Although these are the same people, we’re
not the same as we were when this all started. We’ve gone on a journey together and come out a
little closer, a little lighter on the other side. We’re still going to share two more pieces by the
end of the year during our memoir unit, but it feels like we’ve already done the hard work. Now
we just get to enjoy our harvest. I positioned this experience to lead into their curation of a
written memoir – our final unit in 12th grade – to hopefully encourage them to connect with
themselves and with each other before writing their final high school English assignments. They
have been reflecting and listening and connecting for weeks before creating something new to
bring closure to this time in their lives. My hope is that this valuing of the past and present helps
them transition to their future with an understanding of themselves and each other and that they
take this understanding with them. This idea that we can be alike and different and that we can
share in a mutual trust and understanding in spite of and because of that. Although tangibly, we
have focused on this specific classroom, I hope that they see this as just a small community that
could reflect a larger one and remember this experience and whatever lessons they take away.
I’m not naïve enough to think that they’re all going to go form writer’s groups and walk through
a series of journal prompts, but I do hope they see themselves as writers and value their ideas and
words. I hope they remember what can happen when we trust others, and I hope they approach
their next stage of life with authenticity, believing that they are important and that their story is
important.
Every year, I tell my seniors that the time after Spring Break flies by and also gets a little weird
because they almost get pre-nostalgia. They’re ready to leave and transition to their next place,
but all of the sudden, they’re seeing their memories and time a little differently. I fell like I could
see that in this prompt. So many of them wrote about summer break and memories made during
school breaks, and it felt like they were realizing and recognizing that there will be a shift. They
may still get breaks, but they might not spend them tromping through the forest behind
someone’s house with a GoPro or on vacation with the same family they’ve vacationed with for
over a decade. They won’t be getting off the bus at the start of summer to find water guns and
water balloons or jump in a pool fully clothed. They are saying goodbye to this part in their life,
and it’s almost like they already miss it. One of the last things I’ll ask them to write as a part of
their memoir is a Eulogy for their high school self or high school experience, and although I
know they’ll get a little in their feelings just because it’s the end, I think they already know that.
They’re already starting to let go of their childhood.
The last think I wrote down specifically was the overall classroom conversation. Typically when
we share, after each person, I say “Thank you” with something else along the lines of “good job”
or some affirmation. This week especially, I noticed that they’re all affirming each other more
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than ever afterward. Commenting on when something is funny of sweet or if it kept them on the
edge of their seat. It’s not just mee they’re letting do all the talking, and I feel like that shows
they’re comfortability with each other and their confidence. They’re wanting to praise and affirm
each other, and they know that that praise and affirmation will be accepted. I love that it’s not all
about me.
The real last thing is something I just noticed reading back over my observation – it’s the idea
that an individual story becomes a part of a collective one once we share it. Growing up, The
Giver was (and still is) one of my favorite books, and honestly, I’m just realizing how much that
book connects with this practice. I was always struck by the weight of begin the only person to
hold all of the stories and feelings and memories and the relief that came with sharing them. I
feel like that’s what we’ve been doing here. We have been sharing our stories out loud and
inviting others to share theirs so that we could all share them together. I feel a relief that has
accompanied knowing that everyone can carry this story with you and you don’t have to be the
only one who carries it. It’s a shared load even though it is not a shared experience. Even though
our stories still only belong to us, there’s a shared-ness to them that belongs to our classroom.
Our classroom story is a collective of our individual experiences. There’s a relief and a power in
that.
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